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1 Introduction

1 Introduction
RNA (ribonucleic acid) is one of the three major macromolecules along with DNA and
proteins, which only contains four different ‘building blocks’--adenine (A), guanine (G),
cytosine (C) and uracil (U) and can fold into various tertiary structures, also easily soluble in
water [1]. Although in the modern biological systems, DNA and proteins are the dominant
macromolecules for the genetic information storage and enzymatic catalysis, RNA has a
pervasive role in many significant cellular processes, as messenger RNA (mRNA), transfer
RNA (tRNA), ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and non-coding RNA (ncRNA). Regarding the origin
of life, the remarkable properties of RNA might make it stand at center-stage to perform
genetic information storage and chemical catalysis. In 1967, Woese [2], Crick [3], and Orgel
[4] were the first to propose that RNA might act as a catalyst.
In the 1980s, the first ribozymes, the self-splicing pre-RNA in Tetrahymena thermophila and
the RNA component in the bacterial RNase P complex, were discovered by Thomas R. Cech
[5] and Sidney Altman [6] separately. The term “RNA world” was proposed by Walter Gilbert
[7] in 1986. The findings of natural ribozymes supply the most important proof for the
hypothetical RNA world in the origin of life on Earth. The RNA world hypothesis postulates
that: In the origin of life, RNA preceded DNA and proteins as the initial fundamental
information storage medium. RNA is able both to store genetic information (like DNA) and to
catalyze chemical reactions (like enzyme proteins) in primitive cells [8]. In the following
decades, many other naturally occurring catalytic RNA motifs have been identified: group I
intron, group II intron, hammerhead ribozyme, hairpin ribozyme, hepatitis delat virus (HDV)
ribozyme, Neurospora Varkud Satellite ribozyme, the ribosome, the spliceosome, Glms
ribozyme, CoTC ribozyme, CPEB 3 ribozyme, GIR 1 ribozyme [9]. The finding of the
ribosomes catalytic activity is particularly crucial, perhaps the strongest evidence for the RNA
world hypothesis. However, the chemical reactions catalyzed by natural ribozymes are very
limited. Almost all naturally occurring ribozymes carry out phosphoryl transfer, including the
cleavage or ligation of the RNA phosphodiester backbone, except the ribosome having
peptidyl transferase activity.
1
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To explore and enrich the repertoire of RNA catalysis, in vitro selection strategy [10, 11], a
key component of efforts to discover functional nucleic acids and small molecules from
libraries of nucleic acid, has been applied by researchers. The first artificial ribozyme was
described in 1990 [12]. Since then, many artificial ribozymes were developed and have
expanded the scope of catalytic activities. Although most artificial ribozymes have the same
catalytic capability like natural ribozymes to perform the RNA phosphodiester (the cleavage
or ligation) and peptidyl transfer reaction [9]. A number of artificial ribozymes present many
different types of activity as protein enzymes, for example: amino acid adenylation and
aminoacyl transfer reaction as aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase (aaRS) [13-17]; RNA
phosphorylation reaction as kinase [18, 19]; and RNA polymerization reaction as RNA
polymerase [20, 21] and others more. Thus more and more supports have been developed that
RNA can be functional as enzymes.
With the effort of many researches, the RNA world hypothesis is more and more popular and
has been the leading theory in this field. People believe that life originated from the RNA
world and evolved into the DNA-Protein world, in which proteins might have replaced RNAs
catalytic roles. How to evolve from the RNA world to the DNA-protein world and what is the
encounter between amino acid and RNA? In the modern biological world, the conjugation of
amino acid to RNA is accomplished via the aminoacylation reaction catalyzed by
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. Therefore, the aminoacylation of RNA might be the key step of
this encounter and a primitive aminoacylation system would have appeared in the origin of
life [16, 22]. For this question, we may never know for sure because the aminoacyaltion of
tRNA is catalyzed solely by protein enzymes in modern world, but we can try recreating this
process to represent how it might arise. So far, many efforts have been done to develop
ribozymes for aminoacylation.
The aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, the protein enzyme in modern world, perform the accurate
biosynthesis of aminoacyl -tRNAs (aa-tRNAs), including amino acid activation and
aminoacyl transfer in a two step reaction [23]. So far, all the selected aminoacylation
ribozymes only can perform one of the two steps in aminoacylation reaction, either activation
of amino acid [13] or aminoacyl transfer [14-17]. Moreover, application of an activated amino
acid, aminoacyl adenylate (aa-AMP) or aminoacyl cyanomethyl ester (aa-CME), was crucial
for aminoacyl transfer ribozymes. Thus, the big difference between aaRS and aminoacylation
ribozymes lies in that aaRS can perform two continuous reactions, while ribozymes can’t. In
this project, we try to develop an aaRS like ribozyme which can use a non-activated amino
2
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acid as substrate for the two step aminoacylation reactions. For this purpose, two parallel
strategies were used: (i) in vitro selection of ribozymes that activate the amino acid
phenylalanine by forming a mixed anhydride between the RNA-5’-phosphate and the amino
acid carboxyl group, eventually followed by intramolecular aminoacyl transfer onto the
terminal or an internal OH group, and (ii) rational design starting from previously selected
ribozymes having either amino acid activation or aminoacylation activity. The project was
started from in vitro selection strategy, as a very efficient method to obtain non-natural
catalytic RNAs.
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2.1 Ribozymes and the RNA world hypothesis
Since the first ribozyme was discovered in the 1980s, more and more naturally occurring
ribozymes have been found, at the meantime, various artificial ribozymes have been
developed by the in vitro selection strategy. With the development of ribozymes, the RNA
world hypothesis has attracted more and more attention. In here, a brief introduction about
ribozymes and the RNA world hypothesis will be presented.

2.1.1 Ribozymes
A ribozyme (also called RNA enzyme or catalytic RNA) is an RNA molecule acting as a
catalyst in a chemical reaction. In the early 1980s, ribozymes were firstly discovered by
Thomas R. Cech and Sidney Altman separately. Thomas R. Cech [5] found a ribozyme in the
intron of an RNA transcript, when studying RNA splicing in the ciliated protozoan
Tetrahymena thermophila. As well as, Sidney Altman [6] discovered a ribozyme in the RNA
component of the RNase P complex, when working on the bacterial RNase P. The findings of
natural ribozymes supply the most important proof for the hypothetical RNA world in the
origin of life on Earth. In the following decades, many natural catalytic RNA motifs have
been found (Table 1). Almost all naturally occurring ribozymes carry out phosphoryl transfer,
including the cleavage or ligation of the RNA phosphodiester backbone, except the ribosome
catalyzing peptidyl transfer (Figure 1) [9].

Figure 1 Reactions catalyzed by the known natural ribozymes. (A) Transesterification
Hydrolysis (C) Peptidyl transfer (adapted from [9])
4
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Table 1 Naturally occurring ribozymes and ribonucleoprotein enzymes [9, 24].

Natural Ribozymes

Catalytic reaction

Hammerhead [25]
Hairpin [26]
Varkud satellite [27]

Self cleavage via transesterification (2’,3’ cyclic phosphate)

Hepatitis delta virus [28]
Glms [29]
CoTC [30]

Self cleavage via transesterification

CPEB3 [31]

Self cleavage via transesterification (eukaryotic pre-mRNA)

Group I introns [32]

self-splicing via transesterification (3’-OH)

Group II introns [33]
Splicesome [34]

RNA-splicing via transesterification (3’-OH)

GIR 1 [35]

2’-5’ phosphodiester bond ligation via transesterification

RNase P [36]

Pre-tRNA processing via hydrolysis (3’-OH)

Ribosome [37]

Peptidyl transfer

With the development of biochemical approaches and bioinformatic analysis of genomes, new
ribozymes are still being found in nature and bring important insights into the feasibility of
the RNA world hypothesis. However, the chemical reactions catalyzed by natural ribozymes
are very limited. Comparing with the early life, more ribozymes could have been totally
replaced by protein enzymes during the evolution. To explore and enrich the repertoire of
RNA catalysis, in vitro selection, a key component of efforts to develop artificial functional
nucleic acids and small molecules from libraries of nucleic acid, has been applied by
researchers.
SELEX ("Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment"), also named as in
vitro selection or in vitro evolution, is a combinatorial chemistry technique to generate single
stranded functional oligonucleotides [38-40]. The in vitro selection approach employs the
integration of three processes: amplification, mutation and selection. Amplification is applied
to generate additional copies of the genetic information: mutagenesis is used to introduce
variability: and selection is performed to reduce variability by excluding those molecules that
do not conform to the imposed fitness criterion [41]. A typical procedure for in vitro selection
is shown in Figure 2.
5
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Figure 2 A general selection scheme displays in vitro selection and evolution of ribozymes. The
selection starts with a population of DNA templates with random sequences. The DNA templates are
transcribed into RNAs by T7 RNA polymerase. From a pool of RNA molecules, a fraction of the RNA
molecules are selected based on their ability to carry out a specific function. The selected RNA
molecules are copied into cDNAs by reverse transcriptase. PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) is used to
amplify the cDNAs. Genetic variations or mutations can be introduced to a population of DNA
templates at a desired cycle. If the process is repeated for a number of cycles, the resulting population of
RNAs must be able to carry out a specific function more efficiently than the starting pool of RNAs.
(adapted from [10])

The first artificial ribozyme was described in 1990 [12]. Since then, many artificial ribozymes
were discovered and have expanded the scope of catalytic activities which is provided in
Table 2 [42]. Most artificial ribozymes also catalyze the RNA phosphodiester (the cleavage or
ligation) and peptidyl transfer reaction as natural ribozymes do. In addition, the means of in
vitro selection has yielded many artificial ribozymes with functions as protein enzymes in
modern biological system, for example: aminoacylation ribozymes [13-17], RNA
polymerization ribozymes [20, 21], and polynucleotide kinase ribozymes [18, 19]. Moreover,
artificial ribozymes can serve prototypical “organic” reactions as the aldol reaction [43] and
the Diels-Alder cycloaddition [44-47], which form carbon-carbon bonds. Selected ribozymes
have proven themselves capable of a wide variety of chemistries.
Table 2 Tabulation of artificial ribozymes by type of reaction catalyzed and type of bond formed or broken.
[42]
Reaction catalyzed
bond
#rand
rate
M2+
selection method
nt
enhance requirement
2’-3’ cyclic phosphate
O-P
0
50
Pb2+
PAGE shift
hydrolysis [48]
RNA cleavage [49]
O-P
0
80
Pb2+
PAGE shift
2+
RNA cleavage [50]
O-P
100
200
Mg
PAGE shift
RNA cleavage [51]
O-P
30
nd
None
PAGE shift
6
2+
RNA ligation [52]
O-P
220
7×10
Mg
seq tag acquisition
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RNA ligation [53]
RNA ligation [54]
RNA ligation [55]
RNA ligation branch
formation [56]
RNA phosphorylation [18]

O-P
O-P
O-P
O-P

220
210
116
80

8×108
5×105
250
nd

Mg2+
Mg2+
Mg2+
Mg2+

seq tag acquisition
seq tag acquisition
biotin tag acq(beads)
biotin tag acq(beads)

O-P

100

1×105

Mg2+

RNA phosphorylation [19]
RNA capping [57]
RNA capping [58]
RNA capping [59]
amino acid adenylation [13]

O-P
O-P
O-P
O-P
O-P

0
90
50
0
80

6×106
103-104
nd
nd
nd

Mg2+
Mg2+
Ca2+
Ca2+
Ca2+

cofactor synthesis [60]
RNA polymerization [20]
template-directed pol [21]
RNA-protein conjugation [61]
Diels-Alder reaction [44]
Diels-Alder reaction [47]
Diels-Alder reaction [45, 46]
aldol reaction [43]
alcohol oxidation [62]
aldehyde reduction [63]
pyrimidine nt synthesis [64,
65]
purine nt synthesis [66]
N7G alkylation [67]
amide synthesis(nonstd) [68]
urea synthesis (nonstd) [69]

O-P
O-P
O-P
N-P
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-C
C-H
C-H
C-N

30, 60
0
76 0
152
100
0
120
142
70
0
228

nd
nd
nd
nd
800
1×104
1×104
4×103
1×107
3×106
1×108

Mn2+
Mg2+
Mg2+
Mg2+
Cu2+
Cu2+ + Ni2+
Mg2+
Zn2+
Mg2++ Zn2+
Mg2++ Zn2+
Mg2+

S tag acquisition
(beads)
S tag acq+ PAGE shift
biotin/seq tag (beads)
PAGE shift + beads
rational modification
S tag acquisition
(beads)
biotin tag, PAGE shift
Rational modification
S taq acq+ PAGE shift
biotin tag acq(beads)
biotin tag, PAGE shift
biotin tag, PAGE shift
biotin tag acq(beads)
biotin tag acq(beads)
biotin tag acq(beads)
rational modification
S tag acq +PAGE shift

C-N
C-N
C-N
C-N

95
0
100
100

nd
3×106
1×105
1×106

Mg2+
Mg2+
Cu2+
nd

peptide bond formation [70]
peptidyl-RNA synthesis [71]
acyl transfer [72, 73]
acyl transfer [74]
Aminoacylation [14]

C-N
C-N
C-O
C-O
C-O

142
0
90
120
50

1×106
100
1×1010
nd
2×105

Mg2+
Ca2+
Mg2+
Mg2+
Mg2++ Ca2+

Aminoacylation [15]
Aminoacylation [16]
Aminoacylation [75]
carbonate hydrolysis [76]
phosphorothioate alkylation
[77]
Michael reaction [78]
porphyrin metalation [79]
Pd nanoparticle formation [80]
Biphenyl isomerization [81]

C-O
C-O
C-O
C-O
C-S

70 0
70
0
70
30

nd
2×105
6×107
100
2×103

Mg2+
Mg2+
Ca2+
None
Mg2+

S tag acq +PAGE shift
biotin tag acq(beads)
biotin+PAGE (beads)
reagent tag+ PAGE
(or beads)
biotin tag acq(beads)
rational design
biotin tag acq(beads)
biotin tag acq(beads)
reagent tag acq+
HPLC
biotin tag acq(beads)
biotin tag acq(beads)
rational modification
SELEX for TS analog
S tag+PAGE(beads)

C-S
Cu-N
Pd-Pd
None

142
50
40
28

3×105
500
Nd
88

Mg2+
Mg2++ Cu2+
None
Mg2+

biotin tag acq(beads)
SELEX for TS analog
nanoparticle binding
SELEX for TS analog
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2.1.2 The RNA world hypothesis
The “RNA world” theory was first proposed by Walter Gilbert [7] in 1986, based on the
discovery of the catalytic properties of various forms of RNA. The RNA world hypothesis
proposes that a world filled with life based on RNA predates the current world of life based on
DNA and proteins. RNA can simultaneously store information (like DNA) and catalyze
chemical reactions (like proteins) [8]. As shown before, RNA could catalyze reactions like
protein enzymes, supported by the findings of ribozymes in living organisms and new
selected ones in labs. Particularly crucial is the ribosome [37] in which the peptidyl
transferase reaction was accomplished by the RNA components, not protein. Hence, the
ribosome is a ribozyme, which is perhaps the strongest evidence for the RNA world
hypothesis. Although more and more supports have been developed that RNA can be
functional as enzymes, another issue is still not clear—how did the RNA replicate itself in the
origin of life [82]. In this case, an RNA polymerase ribozyme would be required for RNA
based heredity, hence the expression of “RNA genes”. Therefore, developing a simple
self-replicating ribozyme system in the laboratory is the goal for the researches. In 2001, the
first RNA polymerase ribozyme called R18 [21] was yielded by the Bartel group, but R18
only can stick 14 nucleotides onto an existing RNA. A big break occurred in 2011, when
Philipp Holliger and colleagues discovered a tC19Z ribozyme [83] capable of synthesizing
RNAs of up to 95 nucleotides long, almost half as long as itself. Moreover, they accurately
synthesized a minimal version of the hammerhead ribozyme using tC19Z. Even since,
scientists are getting closer to the origin of life. In addition, the phenomenon that RNAs fulfill
important functions in the metabolic process is getting more and more popular.
Thus the RNA world is believed to have evolved into the DNA-protein world, in which
proteins might have replaced RNAs catalytic roles. In the modern biological world,
aminoacylation reactions that link specific amino acids with specific RNAs are catalyzed by
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRS). Thus, RNA aminoacylation might be the key step in the
transition from the RNA world to the protein world, representing the first encounter of amino
acids with RNAs (Figure 3) [16, 22, 84]. However, such an RNA catalyst that has been totally
replaced by an aaRS protein enzyme in modern biological systems, has been never found in
nature. To retrace this evolutionary history, investigations using in vitro selection have
generated several ribozymes for aminoacylation. All these ribozymes will be introduced in the
following part.
8
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Figure 3 Aminoacylation reaction may be the bridge between the RNA world and the DNA-Protein
world. In the RNA world, RNAs store the genetic information and also function as enzymes. In the
DNA-Protein world, DNAs store the genetic information and proteins work as enzymes.

2.2 Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and aminoacyl ribozymes

2.2.1 Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases
An aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase is an enzyme which catalyzes the esterification of a specific
amino acid to its compatible cognate tRNA to form an aminoacyl-tRNA [85]. The charged
tRNA is then available for translation on the ribosome, according to the genetic code. The
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase can catalyze two essential reactions [86]. First they bind ATP and
the amino acid to activate the carboxyl groups of amino acids forming aminoacyl-adenylates
(aa-AMP). Then the enzyme-bound adenylate binds to the appropriate tRNA, and esterifies
the 2’- or the 3’-OH of the RNA at the 3’end (Figure 4).
Twenty aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases are divided into two exclusive classes of ten enzymes,
class I and class II, characterized by active site topology and position of acylation of tRNA
[87]. The class I aaRS active site is made up of the Rossman fold, and the class II aaRS active
site uses an antiparallel sheet [88]. In addition, the class I aaRS first transfer the amino acid to
the 2’ hydroxyl of the terminal ribose of tRNA, and the class II aaRS transfer the amino acid
to the 3’ hydroxyl group [87] (Figure 5).
9
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Figure 4 Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRS) carry out the two-step aminoacylation reactions. (A) In
the first step, the aaRS binds the amino acid (AA) and an ATP to generate the aminoacyl adenylate
(aa-AMP) intermediate, and releases a pyrophosphate molecule (PPi). (B) In the second step, aaRS
recognizes the cognate tRNA molecule via the anticodon recognizing domain, and transfers the amino
acid to the tRNA. Afterwards an AMP molecule is released, followed by the charged tRNA. (adapted
from [86])

Besides, aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases have pre-transfer editing and post-transfer editing
functions. For the pre-transfer editing, aaRS hydrolyzes the mis-activated amino acid
adenylate before transfer to tRNA [89]; for the post-transfer editing, aaRS hydrolyzes
mistakenly formed aa-tRNA before its dissociation from the aaRS [23]. Therefore,
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases are the only components of the translation machinery that really
‘know’ the genetic code and are thus crucial guarantors of the fidelity of protein synthesis.
But prior to the modern world, ribozymes may have been the major players in charging amino
acids onto RNA molecules in a putative RNA world.
10
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Figure 5 The aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase reaction. Transfer of the aminoacyl group from the activated
amino acid to either the 2’-OH (class I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases) or 3’-OH (class II
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases) of the ribose on the 3’ terminal A in all tRNAs. Those aminoacyl-tRNAs
formed as 2’-aminoacyl esters undergo a transesterification moving the aminoacyl group to the 3’-O of
tRNA. Only the 3’-esters are substrates for protein synthesis. (adapted from [90])

2.2.2 Ribozymes for aminoacylation
After the brief introduction about the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, the ribozymes for
aminoacylation are presented in the following part. According to the RNA world hypothesis,
the evolution of coded protein synthesis was a critical step in the transition from the RNA
world to modern biological systems. Although, there is no appropriate RNA-based catalyst
discovered from nature, researches using in vitro selection strategy have yielded several
ribozymes for aminoacylation. But, among those, only one ribozyme possesses the ability to
activate an amino acid, according to the first reaction step catalyzed by aaRS. The reason for
this is that the first step reaction product is very unstable and really hard to be captured during
selection. All other selected aminoacylation ribozymes perform the second reaction step
catalyzed by aaRS, the aminoacyl transfer reaction.
11
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2.2.2.1 Ribozyme mediated amino acid activation
In the modern world, aaRS use ATP and an amino acid to form aminoacyl adenylate, the
activated derivative of the amino acid. In the RNA world, the triphosphate of an RNA
transcript, similar to ATP, is taken as a good choice to activate an amino acid. Before the
KK13 ribozyme [13] was obtained in 2001, the Yarus group had been trying to select
ribozymes to activate an amino acid using the 5’-triphosphate of RNA, which can be attacked
by the carboxyl group of the amino acid. One of the strategies is shown in Figure 6 [58]. They
tried to utilize the 5’-triphosphate of an RNA transcript to be attacked by the carboxyl group
of an amino acid forming aminoacyl-phosphate-RNA, followed by controlled hydrolysis into
phosphate-RNA and circularization by T4 RNA ligase. Then the circular RNA was isolated
by 10% denaturing PAGE and used for the next round of selection. Unfortunately, the formed
circular RNA was not dependent on the existence of the amino acid, and thus the strategy
failed.

Figure 6 Selection method for evolving a hypothetical amino acid-activating RNA based on
pyrophosphate release and subsequent circularization. R is referred to as the natural amino acid side
chain. (adapted from [58])

In 2001, the Yarus group [13] adopted a new selection strategy and succeeded to obtain the
KK13 ribozyme which can activate an amino acid in a similar manner as aaRS do. They used
carboxylic acids instead of amino acids to perform the selection in order to yield a more stable
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product. Moreover, selection conditions were chosen at low pH to stabilize the formed
product. The changes in substrate and reaction conditions brought the success to this selection.
The RNA pool they designed consists of 80 nucleotides random sequence flanked by two
fixed regions. The detailed selection procedure is shown in Figure 7. They incubated the
randomized pool of 5’-triphosphate RNA transcripts with 3-mercaptopropionic acid, an
analogue of cysteine at pH 4. After incubation, the active RNAs were first bound to a
thiopropyl sepharose 6B matrix, and then the matrix was washed to remove non active RNAs.
In the end, the active RNAs were eluted using DTT solution and applied for the next round of
selection. Through eight rounds of selection, they got many different functional RNA
sequences and chose one RNA construct, termed KK13, for further characterization at the pH
of 4.0-4.5.

Figure 7 Selection procedures for selecting carboxyl-activating ribozymes. Active RNAs are
covalently attached to thiopropyl sepharose 6B and subsequently eluted with DTT. (adapted from
[13])

The secondary structure of KK13 RNA is shown in Figure 8, and its reaction activity was
detected by［(N-acryloylamino) phenyl］mercuric chloride (APM) gel electrophoresis because
sulfhydryl-bearing RNAs can interact with thiophilic mercury in the APM and thus are
retarded. The data suggested that the 5’-terminus triphosphate of KK13 RNA is the
requirement for catalysis, also the carboxyl group of the substrate is required. Therefore the
activation of the carboxyl group demanded the nucleophilic attack of the carboxylate oxygen
on the 5’-α-phosphate. The activation reaction was also confirmed by TLC and HPLC
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analysis. Besides, the analysis displayed that KK13 RNA in addition to the activity of
carboxylic acid activation (attack by carboxyl) has 5’-pyrophosphatase activity (attack by
water), but the predominant reaction indeed was amino acid activation under these conditions.
Moreover, the amino acid concentration should be over 15 mM, otherwise pyrophosphatase
activity is dominating. In further experiments it was shown that in addition to carboxylic acids,
the KK13 ribozyme activates also amino acids by forming 5’-terminal aminoacyl guanylates,
chemically similar to aminoacyl adenylates. Therefore, the aminoacyl-phosphate-RNA,
instead of aminoacyl adenylate, might be an original substrate for aminoacyl transfer reaction
in the early life.

Figure 8 Secondary structure of KK13 RNA predicted by Mfold and confirmed by nuclease S1
probing. The 5’-terminal triphosphate of KK13 RNA is attacked by the carboxyl group of
phenylalanine forming aminoacyl-p-KK13RNA. (adapted from [13])

2.2.2.2 Ribozymes for aminoacyl transfer reaction
All aminoacyl transfer ribozymes can be grouped into two categories based on the aminoacyl
donor substrates: the first class use aminoacyl adenylate (aa-AMP) as substrate, which is the
natural substrate: the second class takes other activated amino acid such as aminoacyl
cyanomethyl esters (aa-CME) (Figure 9). In living cells, aminoacyl adenylate exists as an
enzyme-bound intermediate, which is the product of activation of amino acids and also the
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substrate of aminoacyl transfer reactions catalyzed by aaRS [91]. The compound is a mixed
anhydride of phosphoric and amino acid and has proved very unstable. This compound has
been chemically synthesized by several groups and the method developed by Berg [92] is
widely used, which condenses free amino acids with adenosine 5’-phosphate in the presence
of N-N’-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC). The cyanomethyl ester (CME) group is a simple
leaving group and possesses an ideal balance of activation and hydrolytic stability [16]. In
addition, the CME group has a poor hydrogen bonding capability, which is favorable when
selecting a ribozyme to recognize the amino acid rather than the activating group.

Figure 9 Chemical structure of activated phenylalanine: Phe-AMP and Phe-CME

 The aminoacylation ribozymes using Phe-AMP
In 1995, the Yarus group [14] obtained a ribozyme (isolate #29) which can rapidly
aminoacylate its 2’ (3’) terminus when incubated with phenylalanyl adenylate. Moreover,
both Mg2+ and Ca2+ are the essential metal ions for the best RNA catalysis. During the in vitro
selection process, the aminoacylated RNA was reacted with naphthoxyacetyl-N-hydroxysuccinimidylester forming naphthoxyacetyl-Phe-RNA which is more hydrophobic and thus
can be resolved and isolated by reverse-phase HPLC. The selection strategy is shown in
Figure 10.
The calculated secondary structure of the isolate #29 (Figure 11A) shows two hairpin domains
with small bulge and loop defects. Unlike tRNA, the isolate #29 has G rather A at the
3’-terminus. In the following experiment, the authors found that the isolate #29 is capable of
recycling, repetitively facilitating attack of the terminal ribose on the adenylate [93], thereby
fitting in with the definition of an enzyme. Furthermore, the isolate #29 has no amino acid
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specificity, because of its Michaelis complex with contacts predominantly through the AMP
leaving group.

Figure 10 Selection of catalytic RNA by product trapping. The RNA pool used for vitro selection has
50 randomized nucleotides (green). Active RNAs that can self-acylate in the presence of Phe-AMP are
made more hydrophobic with a naphthoxyacetyl label. (adapted from [14])

Meanwhile, the Yarus group figured out the essential molecular features that contribute to
catalysis, through analysis of six independent self-aminoacylating RNAs obtained from in
vitro selection. All elements required for this RNA family as catalyst are: the sequence at the
3’ acceptor end, calcium and magnesium sites, as well as the Phe-AMP substrate site and the
essential 5’-triphosphate terminus, closely grouped near a bihelix junction RNA [94]. Thus,
the original 95 mer parental RNA (isolate #29) was shortened to a 29-mer RNA (Figure 11B),
as the simplest structure required for catalysis of this reaction. It retains only 30% of the
parental 95 mer, but generates aminoacyl RNA almost as rapidly as the parental 95 mer.

Figure 11 Self-aminoacylating RNAs. (A) Predicted secondary structure of isolate #29. (B) 29-mer
RNA, derivative of selection isolate #29. (adapted from [71])
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Further research indicated that the 29-mer RNA can catalyze two successive chemistries of
genetic translation: aminoacylation of RNA and peptide synthesis [71]. Although the products
are distinct, similar reaction mechanisms are applied here. Aminoacylation utilizes the ribose
hydroxyl group for attack at the carbonyl carbon in the adenylate; and peptide synthesis
utilizes the α-amino acid group of an amino acid for attack at the carbonyl carbon in the
adenylate. This double catalysis by RNA indicates that RNA catalysts are able to originate the
process of translation.
As mentioned before, neither the originally selected 95 mer RNA nor the small active RNA is
specific for the side chain of a certain amino acid. The lack of amino acid specificity would be
problematic to an aa-RNA synthetase RNA, because it would hinder encoding of specific
amino acids. RNA 77 [75], an independent RNA derived from the same selection
amplification that delivered the isolate #29 family, is highly specific for phenylalanine
aminoacylation. The activity of RNA 77 for aminoacylation with Phe-AMP is about 900-fold
higher compared to other derivatives of isolate #29. Detailed studies indicated that the active
site of RNA 77 strongly prefers the aromatic side chains of Phe and Tyr, over other’s side
chains [95].
The most important features of the isolate #29 family are summarized here: (1) No amino acid
specificity, except RNA 77. (2) 5’-triphosphate is essential for catalysis. (3) The
aminoacylation site is the hydroxyl group of 3’-terminal G. (4) Mg2+ and Ca2+ are the essential
metal ions. (5) Reaction products are aminoacyl-RNA and peptidyl-RNA.

Figure 12 Selection scheme for self-aminoacylation ribozyme. Color code: brown, T7-promoter (27
nt); red, 5’-primer (19 nt); blue, random region (50 nt); green, HDV ribozyme (87 nt). The pool RNA
has 69 nt; HDV-87 ribozyme (87 nt) has a 20 nt elongation at the 3’-terminus of the original HDV
ribozyme (67 nt), which retains the catalytic activity. Self-cleavage yields a terminal 2’-3’-cyclic
phosphate ester at the 3’-end of transcript RNA, which need to be opened and dephosphorylated
(adapted from [17])
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By 2009, Yarus and coworkers [17] adopted a new selection-amplification strategy and
obtained a new ribozyme family (C3 ribozyme family). This active RNA family uses only
three conserved nucleotides for aminoacylation and acts independently of divalent ions. The
new selection amplification strategy is shown in Figure 12: they constructed a randomized
RNA sequence without 3’-constant sequence that was post-transcriptionally removed by a
variant of the HDV ribozyme [96]. Because there is no sequence requirement upstream of the
cleavage site in the HDV ribozyme, it was used to maintain the 3’-terminus length of the
library members allowing any 3’-terminal nucleotide. Both aminoacyl adenylate and
aminoacyl-CoA were chosen as the activated amino acid substrates, and the reaction condition
was pH 6.4, ensuring the half life of Phe-AMP being about 54 min. After incubation, the
acylated RNA was biotinylated, and separated by biotin-NeutrAvidin interaction.
The active RNAs (Figure 13) derived from selection were sequenced, and it turned out that
73.5% of them have a two helix junction, and 95% of those carry U as 3’-terminal nucleotide
acting as the aminoacyl acceptor. Furthermore, all these sequences have a 5’-NGU-3’ junction
loop. To further prove the idea that the aminoacyl-transfer reaction center is just a simple
helix-loop-helix junction with a 5’NGU and a 3’-U acceptor, five truncated molecules were
designed. Activity analysis showed that all small RNAs were active, and the C3 RNA yielded
the fastest aminoacyl transfer. Therefore the C3RNA was chosen for the further research.

Figure 13 Selected full-length and shortened (C1 to C5) self-aminoacylating ribozymes. Gray
characters are 5’-constant sequence. Red characters are the most conserved nucleotides. Numbering is
conventional, from the 5’end. (adapted from [17])
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The active center and catalytic mechanism were confirmed via the comparison of C3RNA
variations and an active site conformation model was predicted based on computed energy
minimization with solvent. As shown in the model (Figure 14), five hydrogen bonds are
formed between Phe-AMP and the UGU loop: (1) N-H· · · O, formed between the ring NH of
U15 and phosphate oxygen of Phe-AMP; (2) N-H· · · O, formed between NH3+ hydrogen of
amino acid and C4- carbonyl of U15; (3) O-H· · · O, formed between 2′-OH of terminal U26
and amino-acid carbonyl O; (4) N-H· · · O, formed between NH2 hydrogen of G14 and amino
acid carbonyl O; (5) N-H· · · O, formed between the NH3+ hydrogen of amino acid and
phosphate oxygen of Phe-AMP. Another N-H· · · O hydrogen bond is formed between ring
NH hydrogen of loop G14 and 2′-OH of terminal U26 ribose, which puts the 2’-oxygen to be
acylated into proximity of the amino acid carbonyl [17].

Figure 14 Schematic presentation of the aminoacyl transfer reaction: proton migration followed by
nucleophilic attack. Six hydrogen bonds between Phe-AMP substrate and the active nucleotides of C3
RNA draw the carbonyl carbon to the attacking ribose oxygen. Color code: black, bottom strand,
U15-G14; red, top strand, U26; blue, PheAMP substrate; brown, H-bond numbers (1-6). (adapted from
[17])

The main characters of the C3RNA family are summarized below: (1) 5’-G triphosphate
terminus is not essential for catalysis. (2) The right loop-helix junction can be changed
without major effect. (3) The replacement of the 3’-U overhang with C, A, G greatly reduced
or even abolished the activity. (4) The 5’-U in the UGU loop was favored but not essential. (5)
2’-OH group at 3’ terminus is the aminoacylation site and the 3’-terminal loop nucleotide
must be U. (6) C3 RNA can utilize different phosphorylated leaving groups and amino acids,
but is highly stereo specific for L-amino acids. (7) Divalent ions are not essential.
In summary of the selected sequences, a general structure of self-aminoacylators is given in
Figure 15A, consisting of only three essential nucleotides: a 3’-terminal U, a 5’-GU-3’
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sequence in a loop, and a helix element required for the assembly of the active center. By
further deletion and reduction, a minimal 5 nt ribozyme was developed (Figure 15B), which
trans-phenylalanylates a partially complementary 4-nt RNA and supports multiple
peptidyl-RNA couplings [97]. The results of the aminoacylation reaction resolved by acid
urea gel electrophoresis showed eight intense product bands, at high concentration of
Phe-AMP [98]. These bands were identified and included more than 20 distinct molecular
species of aminoacyl-, peptidyl-, dipeptidyl-, and mixed peptidyl/aminoacyl-RNAs. A simple
hypothesis for product inter-relations is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 15 General structures of self-aminoacylators and small trans-aminoacylating RNA complex.
(A) Most common selected structure among self-aminoacylators with a 3’-terminal U. (B) The tiny
GCCU/GUGGC aminoacylating ribozyme system. (adapted from [97, 99])

So far, this GCCU/GUGGC aminoacyl transfer system is the most minimal ribozyme, which
means a lot for the evolution of RNA mediated aminoacyl transfer. In the origin of life,
formation of small ribozymes would be more easily in the early random nucleotide mixtures.
Once the small ribozymes could be captured, an original translation system would start to
serve in an RNA world. This pentanucleotide ribozyme necessarily increases the probability
of an RNA world [99].

Figure 16 Origins and identities of eight bands of GCCU/GUGGC products using PheAMP by acid
gel electrophoresis detection. S stands for strand association; R strands for ribozyme-catalyzed
aminoacylation; F stands for phenylalanine; and T stands for transacylation. Color code: green,
PheAMP and F; black stick, 2’-OH aminoacylation site; brown stick, 3’-OH aminoacylation site.
(adapted from [99])
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 Aminoacylation ribozymes based on other activated amino acid
In 1996, Szostak et al obtained an acyl-transferase ribozyme based on a reaction of the
ribosome, which can transfer formylmethionine (fMet) from a fragment of fMet-tRNA onto
the hydroxyl group of hydroxypuromycin [72]. They adopted an analogous reaction as in vitro
selection strategy: a random RNA pool with free 5’-hydroxyl group was taken as the desired
amino acid acceptor; while 5’-pCAACCA-O-3’-(N-biotinyl-Met), a 3’-fragment of a charged
tRNA mimic, was used as the amino acid donor. The detailed strategy is showed in Figure
17A. The selected ribozyme (Figure 17B) has a remarkable 13-nucleotide sequence in its
variant region. This 13-nucleotide sequence of the ribozyme can be considered as an internal
template, inducing the aminoacyl transfer reaction from the amino acyl group of the substrate
to the 5’-hydroxyl at the 5’ terminal end of the pool RNA. Therein, the six nucleotides at the
3’end form complementary base pairs with the aminoacylated oligonucleotide substrate.
Whereas the seven nucleotides at the 5’ end form complementary base pairs with the 5’ end of
the ribozyme, except the two G:U wobble base pairs [72]. The aminoacyl reaction triggered by
the charged tRNA mimic as aminoacyl donor is more efficient compared to the reaction with
Phe-AMP as substrate. In following-up experiments, the non-essential structure of the original
sequence was deleted, and a smaller ribozyme, referred to as ATRib, was obtained [73].

Figure 17 Ribozymes selected by the Szostak group for amino acid transfer reaction [72]. (A)
Comparison of the ribosomal ‘fragment reaction’ (left) and the aminoacyl transfer reaction used for in
vitro selection of ribozymes (right). The selection strategy was transfer of a biotinylated methionine
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from an oligonucleotide substrate to a pool RNA molecule with 90 random nucleotides. (B) Schematic
diagram of an isolated ribozyme with acyl transferase activity bound to the substrate 5’-pCAACCA–O
-3’-(N-biotinyl-Met). (adapted from [72])

In 2000 ， Suga et al. [15] designed a multiple turnover ribozyme system including
5’-p-CAACCA-O-3’-(N-biotinyl-Met), tRNAfmet and ATRib with a 5’-UGGUU-3’ IGS
(internal guide sequence), in which the 82th G residue was deleted. In this system, first
N-biotinyl-Met from the donor fragment is transferred to the 5’-hydroxyl group of the ATRib
ribozyme, then 3’-ACCAA-5’ from tRNAfmet interacts with the IGS in ATRib and accepts the
N-biotinyl-Met group, The acyl transfer reaction is energetically neutral and should be
reversible. After release of the unloaded donor fragment, new 5’-pCAACCA-O-3’(N-biotinyl-Met) binds to the ATRib for the next round of catalysis. Results indicated that
about 30-40% acyl-tRNAfMet was obtained after 120 minutes.

Figure 18 Schematic representation of the in vitro selection strategy for an aaRS-like ribozyme.
Aminoacylation of tRNA was performed by the aaRS-like ribozyme. Biotin-Gln-CME is used as
substrate. Color code: dark red, tRNA; blue, ATRiB ribozyme; green, 70 nt random region; light red,
Gln. (adapted from [15])

Furthermore, Suga and coworkers adopted a novel strategy to yield a bifunctional ribozyme
for aminoacylation by directed in vitro evolution. The detailed strategy is displayed in Figure
18. For the purpose to select a ribozyme that recognizes the amino acid and not the activating
group, they choose CME as activating group, rather than using aminoacyl adenylate as
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substrate. In addition, they placed 70 random nucleotides at the 3’ end of ATRib, so that the
random sequence can recognize the amino acid without interfering with the conformation of
ATRib. The first nine rounds of selection were carried out as a simple selection for
self-acylation of the ribozyme, followed by a more specific selection for acylation on the
hydroxyl group, and finally two rounds of selection were added for the original
oligonucleotide-ribozyme acyl-transfer reaction. In the end, they obtained an AD02 ribozyme
which meets the original selection expectation. This ribozyme includes two distinct active
domains: one is the glutamine substrate recognizing domain which self-aminoacylates its own
5’-hydroxyl group, and the other is the tRNA recognizing domain which transfers the
aminoacyl group to the 3’-end of tRNA. These two active domains perform sequentially two
different activities and act as an aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase.
Although several aminoacylation ribozymes have been selected through in vitro selection,
what RNA would more likely function as primitive aaRS-like ribozyme? In 2001, the Suga
group [16] proposed a novel hypothesis: The 5’-leader sequence is cleaved from precursor
tRNA by the M1 RNA subunit of RNase P to generate the matured tRNA [6]. Therefore, the
5’-leader sequence might have acted as a specific self-aminoacylating RNA catalyst to a
cognate tRNA, and removed via an M1 RNA-like ribozyme to produce the mature
aminoacyl-tRNA. According to this hypothesis, they designed a RNA library bearing 70
nucleotides random sequence linked to the 5’-end of tRNAGln (Figure 19A), and incubated it
with Biotin-Phe-CME to generate a ribozyme which self-aminoacylates any available
hydroxyl group.
Finally, they succeeded to yield an r24 ribozyme which has the ability to self-aminoacylate its
terminal 3’-OH group [100]. Moreover, cleavage of r24 RNA can be achieved by M1RNA
treatment, which is consistent with the hypothesis. In the following research, they minimized
the r24 RNA into mini r24 RNA based on the results of metal-dependent kinetics and probing,
chemical probing and nucleotide analogue interference mapping of r24 [101, 102]. They
demonstrated that this r24mini still contains both tRNA and Phe binding sequences (Figure
19B) [101]. To further minimize the mini r24, they carried out a new selection, which keeps
the essential nucleotides in the amino acid and tRNA binding region but re-randomized the
rest nucleotides (Figure 19C). Eventually, they obtained a 45 nt short RNA with higher
activity and more substrate varieties compared to the mini r24. A three base pair connection
between the ribozyme and the tRNA make it to be a flexible ribozyme, named as Fx (Figure
19D) [103].
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Figure 19 The in vitro selection and engineering of flexizymes. (A) RNA pool with 70 random
nucleotides for in vitro selection of precursor tRNA ribozyme. (B) The predicated secondary structure
of r24mini. Characters in blue are the putative bases for constitution of the Phe binding site.
Characters underlined in red are the proposed bases for formation of Watson-Crick pairs in r24mini
(G42-U45) and tRNAs (A73-C75). (C) Doped RNA pool for in vitro selection of the prototype flexizyme.
Ns in dark black denote the randomized nucleotides. (D) The predicated secondary structure of
flexizyme (Fx). Characters underlined in red are the Watson-Crick base pairs between the flexizyme
and tRNA. (E) Doped RNA pool for in vitro selection of the dinitro-flexizyme (dFx). Ns in green
denote the randomized nucleotides. (F) The predicated secondary structure of dFx. Characters in green
are the bases of the insertion and substitution after the selection. (adapted from [104])

Although Fx is qualified to mischarge tRNAs with Phe and Phe analogues, developing a more
versatile and convenient ribozyme was still the final purpose for Suga and colleagues. For this,
they constructed a new Fx library, keeping the structural scaffold, P1 and P2, but randomizing
the putative small loops and junctions (Figure 19E). And they designed a specific substrate
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which has an aromatic structure in the leaving group of the ester; so that the Fx variants would
recognize the leaving group not the side chain of amino acid. Therefore, the new dFx RNA
(Figure 19F) can accept any amino acid activated by the DME (1,2-Dimethoxyethane) group
[105] . Following this strategy, they also constructed eFx RNA (Figure 20), which is a
catalyst for not only aromatic amino acids but also for non-aromatic amino acids activated as
4-chlorobenzyl thioester [105]. And another aFx (Figure 20) was developed that reacts with
amino acids, activated with an amino-derivatized benzyl thioester group, which is a useful
catalyst when the substrate has poor water-solubility owing to a high hydrophobicity of its
side chain or certain modifications of the amino acid [106].

Figure 20 Flexizymes and their cognate leaving groups in substrates. Each flexizyme recognizes its
specific leaving group and transfers the acyl group onto the 3’-end of the tRNA. R indicates amino
acid side chains including non-proteinogentic ones. The sequences and structures in red rectangles
denote the catalytic regions of flexizymes. Chemical structures in purple rectangles denote the leaving
groups for flexizymes. LG, leaving group; DNB, dinitrobenzyl ester; CME, cyanomethyl ester; CBT,
p-chlorobenzyl thioester; ABT, amino-derivatized benzyl thioester. (adapted from [107])

 Non-enzymatic aminoacylation of an RNA minihelix with an aminoacyl phosphate
oligonucleotide
Ribozymes for aminoacylation, which exhibit various avenues for aminoacylating RNA in
the RNA world, have been introduced in the previous section. However, the transfer of the
activated aminoacyl group from the adenylate to the 3’-end of RNA is a ‘downhill’ reaction
[108], which makes it possible to design a non-enzymatic aminoacylation system. Paul
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Schimmel and Koji Tamura [22] constructed this kind of system composed of a template-like
bridging oligonucleotide, an RNA minihelix and a 5’-aminoacyl-phosphate-oligonucleotide
(Figure 21). In this reaction, the RNA minihelix is a proposed precursor of tRNA and the
5’-aminoacyl-phosphate -oligonucleotide replaces aminoacyl adenylate as aminoacyl donor.
The bridging oligonucleotide by design was complementary to both the ACCA of the
minihelix and the aminoacyl phosphate oligonucleotide. The aminoacylation rate is about 15%
as characterized by acidic PAGE analysis.
Further experiments indicated that the 3’-OH of the terminal adenosine is the aminoacylation
site. In addition, research on chiral selective aminoacylation of the RNA minihelix was
carried out with this system. The result allowed for the conclusion that amino acid
homochirality in proteins is determined during aminoacylation and the selectivity is
determined in large part by the preexisting chirality of the RNA [84, 109, 110]. This might
explain that all the natural proteins are composed of L-amino acids and not D-amino acids.
Meanwhile, this non-enzymatic aminoacylation system was also applied for non-enzymatic
peptide synthesis. They constructed highly reactive aminoacyl phosphate oligonucleotides as
adaptors that bind to RNA guide sequences. Di- and tripeptides were formed in this
guide-sequence-dependent reaction [111]. Thus, aminoacyl phosphate oligonucleotides might
be the intermediates in the transition from the RNA world to modern template-dependent
protein synthesis.

Figure 21 Scheme of aminoacylation reaction used by Tamura and Schimmel [22]. Minihelix (blue
color), bridging oligonucleotide (brown color), and 5’-aminoacyl-p-TTTTTTAA (green color) were
mixed together. (adapted from [22])
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2.3 Aminoacylation Assays
Aminoacylation is an essential reaction performed by aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase and
produces amino acid charged tRNA for protein translation. Over decades, researchers have
been investigating the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and aminoacylation ribozymes to
elucidate the aminoacyl transfer reaction both in the modern biological world and the RNA
world. For this purpose, simple and effective methods for determination of aminoacylation are
very important. However, there is no difference in the mobility between the RNA and charged
RNA species when using conventional native or denaturing gels. So far, many aminoacylation
assays have been applied, and some popular ones will be described in the following part,
especially in aminoacylation ribozyme researches.

2.3.1

14

C –Labeled amino acid

All elements can exist as two or more isotopes, which have differing numbers of neutrons in
the nucleus. Some isotopes are stable indefinitely, while others are unstable (radioactive). The
isotopes can be incorporated into the molecule without altering its chemical structure, which
makes it a very sensitive and widely used detection method. For aminoacylation detection, a
14

C labeled activated amino acid can be incorporated into the RNA by the aminoacylation

reaction forming

14

C-amino acid-O-RNA. The formed

14

C-amino acid-O-RNA product is

further confirmed by polyacrylamid gel electrophoresis via autoradiography technique [22,
110]. The radioactive labeling method is very simple and efficient, but the amount of
radioactive material is limited and not suitable for higher concentration reactions. In addition,
the danger of radioactive materials also has to be considered.

2.3.2 Acid urea polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (acidic urea PAGE)
Acidic urea PAGE is the most popular method for detection of aminoacylation, first described
by Ho and Kan [112] to characterize aminoacylation of eukaryotic suppressor tRNA in vivo.
Further, Varshney [113] applied this method for the separation of uncharged tRNA from
aminoacylated tRNA and formylaminoacylated tRNA. This approach, based on a change in
bulk, charge and conformation of the aa-tRNA, has been widely used to the standard
repertoire of tRNA analysis. Under acidic conditions, the amino group is protonated and the
additional positive charge causes retardation of the aminoacylated RNA in the gel. Figure 22
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shows a schematic diagram of the electrophoresis pattern in an acidic PAGE gel: the
faster-migrating band represents non-charged RNA, while the slow migrating band represents
the charged RNA. Furthermore, the RNA aminoacylation rate can be assessed by comparison
of these two bands. Acidic urea PAGE has become a standard assay to characterize
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and aminoacylation ribozymes [71, 93, 94, 97, 98].

Figure 22 Schematic diagram of the electrophoresis pattern in an acidic PAGE gel: (A) Non-charged
RNA and charged RNA (green color) under acidic conditions. (B) The electrophoresis pattern in acidic
PAGE. Lane 1. Non-charged RNA. Lane 2. Charged RNA

2.3.3 Nuclease P1 digestion
Nuclease P1 has single-strand-specific endonuclease as well as a 3’-exonuclease activity. The
reaction conditions of Nuclease P1 are at pH 5.3 and room temperature, which can protect the
aminoacyl RNA esters against the hydrolysis. After treatment with Nuclease P1, the
non-charged RNA is digested into nucleotide 5’monophosphates (NMP mix: AMP, UMP,
GMP, AMP), while the charged RNA is digested into nucleotide 5’monophosphates and one
nucleotide aminoacyl ester, presenting the charged RNA (Figure 23) [114]. The nucleotide
5’monophosphates and the aminoacyl ester of nucleotide can be differentiated by TLC, HPLC
and MALDI according to the different characters.

Figure 23 Digestion of non-charged RNA and charged RNA by Nuclease P1. (A) Non-charged RNA
is treated by Nuclease P1 producing nucleotide 5’monophosphates. (B) Charged RNA (green color) is
treated by Nuclease P1 producing nucleotide 5’monophosphates and an aminoacyl ester of nucleotide.
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2.3.4 MALDI MS detection
Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) is a soft ionization technique used in
mass spectrometry, allowing the analysis of biomolecules (such as oligonucleotides and
proteins) and large organic molecules. So far, MALDI has become a powerful tool employed
in academic as well as industrial laboratories due to its high accuracy, sensitivity, speed and
simplicity. In recent years, MALDI MS has been applied in aminoacylation assays [97, 98,
111]. For shorter RNAs, the charged RNA and the non-charged RNA can be directly resolved
by MALDI MS because of the mass difference. For long RNAs, the charged RNA can be
treated with Nuclease P1 liberating the nucleotide aminoacyl ester, which is detected by
MALDI MS.

2.3.5 NHS ester labeling of aminoacyl RNA
NHS (N-hydroxysuccinimide) ester and other activated esters (sulfo-NHS, sulfotetrafluoro
–phenyl -STP) are highly reactive compounds suitable for the modification of amino groups.
NHS esters of fluorescent dyes, biotin, and other reporter groups are commercially available,
and readily react with amino-modified oligonucleotides or amino groups of proteins.
Therefore, charged RNA, aminoacyl RNA, can react with any NHS ester compound. The
aminoacylation assays based on the NHS ester group are divided by the species attached to
the aminoacylated RNA.
（1）Naphthoxyacetyl-NHS ester is a hydrophobic compound, which was applied by the
Yarus group to derivatize the aminoacyl RNA when selecting the first aminoacylation
ribozyme. The formed product, naphthoxyaectyl-amino acid-RNA, can be resolved by reverse
phase chromatography due to the addition of a large hydrophobic group to the RNA making it
eluting decisively later [14].
（2）Sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotin (Sulfo-N-succinimidyl 6-(biotinamido) hexanoate, sodium salt) is
one kind of amino reactive biotinylating reagents. This compound can couple with the amino
group of the charged RNA under mild alkaline conditions to form stable amide derivatives.
The extraordinary high affinity between biotin and streptavidin make it to be a favorite tool
for many applications in molecular biology. The biotin-streptavidin gel shift assay, derived
from the electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA), makes use of streptavidin to retard
biotinylated RNA in ployacrylamide gels. In this method, biotin tagging concerns
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derivatization of the amino group of the charged RNA, which alters the electrophoretic
mobility of the nucleic acid sufficiently to separate from the noncharged RNA (Figure 24).
Application of the biotin-streptavidin gel shift assay to aminoacyl ribozyme researches has
been an effectual way for the selection and characterization of aminoacyl transfer RNA
catalysts [15-17, 73].

Figure 24 Schematic diagram of biotinylation of charged RNA by biotin-NHS reagent and
streptavidin (SAV) gel shift assay. (A) Structure of Sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotin (blue color). (B) Reaction
of the Biotin-NHS reagent with charged RNA (green color). (C) Electrophoresis pattern in SAV gel
shift assay.
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3 Results
3.1 In vitro selection of ribozymes for aminoacylation using
non-activated amino acids
3.1.1 Theoretical principle and strategy
The aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRS) perform the accurate biosynthesis of aminoacyl
-tRNAs (aa-tRNAs), including amino acid activation and aminoacyl transfer, hence a two-step
reaction. The aminoacylation reaction is thought to be a key transition from the RNA world to
the modern biological protein world. For this, as mentioned before, many ribozymes for
aminoacylation have been developed through in vitro evolution strategy, i.e. the 29 RNA
ribozyme family using aminoacyl adenylate for the aminoacyl transfer reaction [14]; the C3
RNA ribozyme family using also aminoacyl adenylate and only three conserved nucleotides
for the aminoacyl transfer reaction [17]; a pre-tRNA performing tRNA aminoacylation [16];
and the KK13 RNA for amino acid activation [13]. However, these ribozymes only can
perform one activity of the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, either activation of amino acids or
aminoacyl transfer. Thus, the difference between aaRS and aminoacylation ribozymes lies in
that aaRS can perform two continuous reactions, while ribozymes can’t. Therefore, the
development of a true aaRS ribozyme is a major challenge and a purpose of this Ph.D. project.
Since in vitro selection has been an extremely useful means to obtain non-natural ribozymes,
we tried to develop an aaRS like ribozyme, which is supposed to first catalyze the synthesis of
an aminoacyl-AMP analogue followed by transfer of the aminoacyl group to its own terminal
or an internal hydroxyl group. The design of this in vitro selection scheme is based on the
high energy of the 5’-triphosphate of RNA transcripts generated by T7 RNA polymerase,
which may act as an electrophile for attack by the carboxyl group of the amino acid forming
aminoacyl phosphate RNA, similar to aminoacyl adenylate. Afterwards, due to the catalytic
power of certain RNA species, the amino acid may become attached as an aminoacyl ester to
the terminal or an internal hydroxyl group of the RNA. Both the terminal aminoacyl ester and
the internal aminoacyl ester can be captured during the selection. The predicted catalysis
mechanism is shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25 The predicted catalysis mechanism for selection of an aaRS like ribozyme. In the first
step--amino acid activation, the 5’-triphosphate of RNA transcripts is attacked by the carboxyl group
of phenylalanine (red) forming aminoacyl phosphate RNA. In the second step--aminoacyl transfer, the
produced aminoacyl phosphate may be attacked by a hydroxyl group for aminoacyl transfer. 1a (green)
indicates the 3’-terminal OH attachment site for aminoacyl transfer; 1b (green) indicates the
2’-terminal OH attachment site for aminoacyl transfer; 2 (purple) indicates an internal OH attachment
site for aminoacyl transfer. In the end, the aminoacyl ester RNA-Phe is produced, either as terminal
ester pointed out by arrow 1(green) or internal ester pointed out by arrow 2 (purple).

According to this, an in vitro selection strategy for an aaRS ribozyme was created (Figure 26).
The initial DNA pool was designed and constructed according to a previous
peptide-synthesizing ribozyme selection [70]. It consisted of two regions of random
sequences (70 and 72 nucleotides) flanked by two primer sequences (primer 1 carries the T7
promoter sequence). The starting RNA pool was generated by T7 RNA polymerase in vitro
transcription. After incubation of the RNA pool with biotin-phenylalanine (Figure 27),
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biotin-tagged RNA was readily captured by binding to the magnetic streptavidin beads. Then
the eluted active RNAs were reverse transcribed into cDNA, and amplified by PCR for the
next round of selection. Although only the 3’-terminal RNA ester is shown in Figure 26,
another kind of aminoacyl transfer product, the internal RNA ester, also can be captured and
used for the next round of selection during the selection procedures. Biotin-phenylalanine was
chosen as the substrate, not only providing an aminoacyl group for amino acid activation, but
also having a flexible linker bearing biotin, crucial for a successful biotin-streptavidin
selection strategy.

Figure 26 Outline of the self-aminoacylating ribozyme selection scheme. DNA random sequences
consist of N70 DNA and N72 DNA overlapping by 14 nucleotides. Primer 1 (with T7 promoter
sequence) and primer 2 are applied to amplify the double stranded DNA pool using N70 and N72
DNA as templates. A pool of RNA molecules is in vitro transcribed from the initial DNA pool and
subjected to selection for aminoacylation. After incubation of the RNA pool with biotin-phenylalanine,
active RNAs (biotin-phenylalanine-O-RNA) , are captured by magnetic streptavidin beads and eluted
by biotin solution. Finally, the collected RNAs are converted to cDNA and amplified by PCR to yield
a new DNA pool for the next cycle of selection.

Figure 27 Chemical structures of Biotin-phenylalanine and Biotin.
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3.1.2 Construction of the initial RNA pool
The first step toward identifying ribozymes with aminoacylation activity was to design a
diverse library of RNA molecules. In here, the initial pool was designed based on a selection
study for evolution of peptide bond forming ribozyme [70]. The templates with random
sequences and primers were chemically synthesized using phosphoramidite chemistry. The
sequences of templates (N70 DNA and N72 DNA) and primers (PM1 DNA with T7 promoter
and PM2 DNA) are shown in appendix. Double stranded DNAs were generated by PCR
amplification (Figure 26). Two DNA templates, N70 DNA and N72 DNA overlapping by 14
nucleotides, were annealed and extended by DNA polymerase. Two specific primers, PM1
DNA and PM2 DNA, are complementary to the fixed sequences at the ends of the produced
double stranded DNA. The 5’ overhanging sequence in PM1 DNA introduces a T7 promoter
sequence that is used to form the full length DNA with T7 promoter sequence.
142 random positions in the DNA pool generate a theoretical sequence diversity of 3.1 × 1085,
which provides sufficient sequence space for activity selection. The initial DNA pool was
constructed through 10 cycles of PCR amplification, delivering 4.5 × 1014 different sequences
(about 0.75 nmol molecules). The generated DNA pool was analyzed on a 2% agarose gel
followed by staining with ethidium bromide (EtBr) (Figure 28A). The amount of DNA
molecules obtained from PCR amplification was determined by UV spectroscopy. After
calculation, about 3 nmol of DNA molecules theoretically including four copies of each DNA
sequence, were used for preparation of the initial RNA pool by T7 RNA polymerase in vitro
transcription. The purified RNA pool was analyzed by 10% denaturing PAGE (Figure 28B).
The amount of RNAs obtained by in vitro transcription was also determined by UV
spectroscopy, and about 6 nmol of RNA molecules theoretically containing 8 copies of each
RNA sequence, were used as the initial RNA pool for the first round of selection. Basic
calculations relative to RNA pool construction are described in Table 3.
Table 3 Basic calculations for RNA pool construction

Catalogue

Calculation equation

Sequence diversity (142 random positions)

4142 = 3.1 × 1085

0.75 nmol ×(6.02 × 1023) = 4.5 × 1014

Initial DNA pool (0.75 nmol)
4 copies of each DNA sequence

0.75 nmol × 4 = 3 nmol

8 copies of each RNA sequence

0.75 nmol × 8 = 6 nmol
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Figure 28 Construction of the initial DNA pool and RNA pool. (A) The DNA pool was analyzed on a
2% agarose gel. Lane 1: 100 bp DNA ladder, Lane 2: The DNA pool generated by PCR amplification
(220 bp). (B) The RNA pool was analyzed on 10% denaturing PAGE. Lane 1: Low range RNA
ladder, Lane 2: The purified RNA pool produced by in vitro transcription (196 mer).

3.1.3 Utilization of streptavidin magnetic beads
In the selection procedure, the step, which efficiently separates the active RNAs from the
non-active RNA and guarantees a successful selection, is of major importance. Simple and
rapid selection procedures based on the biotin-streptavidin affinity have been widely used,
particularly also for selection of aminoacylation ribozymes [16, 17]. Streptavidin is a
tetrameric protein (4 x 13 kDa), and each monomer of streptavidin binds one molecule of
biotin. Streptavidin has various biochemical applications, due to its high affinity to biotin (Ka
~ 1013 M-1). Among all the commercial products, streptavidin magnetic beads supply easy and
efficient affinity purification of biotin-labeled target molecules without columns or
centrifugation. In order to use streptavidin magnetic beads, several factors had to be tested,
such as binding capability, washing conditions and elution conditions for biotinylated RNAs.
For this purpose, a chemical synthesized 29 mer internal biotin labeled RNA was applied as
model compound for assay development. The sequence of the biotin-RNA (29 mer) is
5’-GUCCAGAAAUCUCCCUCAAGUCCUCUU-3’ (U is the biotin-labeling position).

3.1.3.1 Binding capability of magnetic streptavidin beads and biotin elution efficiency
Magnetic streptavidin beads have high biotin binding capability. To test this capability, an
excess of biotin-RNA (200 pmol) was used to bind 5 µl of the magnetic streptavidin beads.
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5µl of streptavidin beads were first blocked by 100 µl blocking buffer (100 mM Tris/HCl pH
7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 2 M NaCl, 5% (w/v) Slim fast) at 37 °C for 1 hour. Then the pre-blocked
streptavidin beads were treated with 200 pmol of biotin-RNA in 100 µl binding buffer (100
mM Tris/HCl pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 2 M NaCl) at room temperature. After 1 hour incubation,
the aqueous supernatant containing unbound biotin-RNA was removed and collected by
ethanol precipitation. After that, harsh washing procedures followed to wash the streptavidin
beads: 200 µl washing buffer (100 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 2 M NaCl) for 10
times; then 200 µl H2O for 10 times, followed by 200 µl 7 M urea buffer (7 M urea, 100 mM
Tris/HCl pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 2 M NaCl) for 30 times; finally 200 µl H2O for 15 times. At
last, the bound biotin-RNA was eluted from the beads by free biotin solution (25 mM EPPS
pH 7.0, 10 mM biotin) and collected by ethanol precipitation. All collected RNAs were
quantified by UV absorption at 260 nm and visualized by 15% denaturing PAGE analysis.
The result is shown in Figure 29. In the gel, there were two bands observable for the
biotin-RNA, which might be the biotin-RNA and biotin-RNA (n-1). The biotin-RNA impurity
might result from insufficient purification after chemical synthesis. The assay indicated that
the binding capability was about 2 nmol RNA for 100 µl magnetic streptavidin beads and the
biotin recovering rate was about 80%.

Figure 29 The binding capability of magnetic streptavidin beads and the biotin elution efficiency.
Lane 1: The collection of bound biotin-RNA. Lane 2: The collection of unbound biotin-RNA. Lane 3:
100 pmol biotin-RNA as marker.

3.1.3.2 Test for nonspecific background binding of RNA to magnetic streptavidin beads
In the selection procedure, streptavidin beads were applied to capture the active RNAs that are
biotin-Phe-O-RNAs. Although the streptavidin beads have low nonspecific interactions, they
can still unspecifically bind to RNA without biotin group. To test the streptavidin beads
background affinity to nonbiotinylated RNA, 200 pmol unbiotinylated RNA (196 mer) was
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used to bind 10 µl streptavidin beads according to the binding capability of streptavidin beads
that is 2 nmol biotinylated RNA for 100 µl magnetic streptavidin beads. To greatly reduce the
non-specific RNA binding capability, the streptavidin beads were pre-incubated with slim fast
to block the streptavidin beads, also the streptavidin beads were washed under harsh
denaturing conditions. The detailed harsh denaturing washing procedures were described in
section 3.1.3.1. After harsh washing, the streptavidin beads were used for the RT-PCR
amplification and tested for different numbers of PCR cycles. RT-PCR amplification directly
from the streptavidin beads was checked that it works, as will be described in 3.1.3.3. PCR
reactions were analyzed by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 30). As can be seen in the
gel, there is no detectable signal after 10 cycles and 15 cycles of PCR amplification, but there
is a strong band after 20 cycles of PCR amplification. Obviously, the RT-PCR products result
from unbiotinylated RNA bound to the streptavidin beads. Therefore, pre-blocking and harsh
washing conditions could not completely abolish non-specific binding interactions. To
decrease the interference caused by non-specific binding during the in vitro selection, 15
cycles of PCR were used to amplify the RNAs binding to streptavidin beads, which include
the active RNAs (biotin-Phe-O-RNAs) and also the non-active RNAs that unspecifically bind
to the streptavidin beads.

Figure 30 Analysis of PCR amplification cycles by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis. Lane 1 shows the
100bp DNA ladder; Lane 2-4: The beads were used for RT-PCR with 20, 15 and 10 cycles. The left
arrow mark the 200 bp and 300 bp DNA standards and the right arrow denotes the PCR product (220
bp).

3.1.3.3 RT-PCR from streptavidin bound RNA
During the in vitro selection procedure, collection of the active molecules for the next round
of selection is a significant procedure to make sure the final success. Since all the active
RNAs bind to the streptavidin beads, directly using streptavidin beads for the reverse
transcription PCR would consider just the active molecules for the next round of selection. To
test if this is possible, a 38 nucleotides RNA sequence (5’-AUA CCA AGA AGC UGA CCA
GAG AAA CAC AGU AGU CUG GU-3’) was used to synthesize two RNA molecules as
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HP-RNA and biotin-HP-RNA. The only difference between these two RNA molecules is that
biotin-HP-RNA is biotinylated at the 5’-end. The designed relevant primers for RT-PCR were
PM3 (5’-ATA CCA AGA AGC TGA CC-3’) and PM4 (5’-ACC AGA CTA CTG TGT TTC
TC-3’). The assay was carried out by incubation of the biotin-HP-RNA and the HP-RNA with
the streptavidin beads and reverse transcript PCR amplification after the harsh washing
procedure (section 3.1.3.1). The results (Figure 31) demonstrated that the beads bound
biotin-HP-RNA can be efficiently reverse transcribed and amplified, as well as the non-beads
bound biotin-RNA. Moreover, 20 cycles of PCR amplification of water and empty beads,
obtained after incubation of non-biotinylated HP-RNA with the beads, showed a weak
observable signal. Although reverse transcription of the beads with bound biotin-RNA can
maximally capture all active RNAs, another issue, the high price of SuperScript○R III reverse
transcriptase, had to be considered.

Figure 31 PCR amplification of biotin-HP-RNA and HP-RNA was analyzed by 20% native PAGE.
Lane 1: Low range DNA marker. Lane 2: PCR control. Lane 3: RT-PCR of biotin-HP-RNA. Lane 4:
RT-PCR of streptavidin beads with bound biotin-HP-RNA. Lane 5: RT-PCR of last round washing
water after incubation of HP-RNA with the streptavidin beads and the harsh denaturing solution
washing. Lane 6: RT-PCR of streptavidin beads after incubation of HP-RNA with the streptavidin
beads and the harsh denaturing solution washing. The left arrows point to the 50 bp and 30 bp marker
separately, and the right arrow points to the 38 bp, PCR product.

As shown before, there was an efficient way to elute biotin-RNA from streptavidin beads
through the free biotin solution. The free biotin solution can be applied to remove the biotin
-RNA from the streptavidin beads by competition elution. Hence, the biotin-HP-RNA was
chosen again for evaluation of another RT-PCR assay. The results (Figure 32) implied that
recovery of the biotin-RNA could also be efficiently done by biotin elution. There was no big
difference in the results of RT-PCR amplification between the beads bound RNA and the
biotin eluted RNA. Therefore, to release the bound active RNA, competition elution with free
biotin was defined as the method of choice for the first five rounds of selection. And in the
following further rounds, the beads were directly used for reverse transcription.
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Figure 32 RT-PCR amplifications of biotin-HP-RNA were analyzed by 20% native PAGE. Lane 1:
Low range DNA marker. Lane 2: PCR control. Lane 3: RT-PCR of biotin-HP-RNA. Lane 4: The
eluted biotin-HP-RNA from streptavidin beads was amplified by RT-PCR. Lane 5: RT-PCR of
streptavidin beads bound biotin-HP-RNA. Left arrows denote the 50 bp and 30 bp DNA marker
separately, and the right arrow marks the PCR product (38 bp).

3.1.4 In vitro selection of aminoacylation ribozymes
The detailed selection procedure is described in the following: Selection reactions were
carried out in 50 mM EPPS buffer (pH 7.5), 100 mM KCl, 50 mM MgCl2, 10 mM CaCl2 and
5 mM biotin-phenylalanine. In the initial selection, a 4 µM solution of the RNA pool (total
amount: 6 nmol) in EPPS buffer and KCl, was denatured at 95 °C for 5 minutes, and then
slowly cooled to room temperature for 10 minutes. MgCl2 and CaCl2 were added and the
RNAs were let to refold for 10 minutes. Reaction was initiated by adding
biotin-phenylalanine followed by incubation at room temperature for 24 hours. The reaction
solution was filtered through a sephadex G-50 column to get rid of most of free
biotin-phenylalanine and the salts. The collected RNAs from the reaction were dried and
dissolved in 750 µl blocking buffer, and were allowed to react with 150 µl streptavidin beads
for 1 hour at room temperature with gentle agitation. Before this, the streptavidin beads had
been washed by washing buffer (100 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 2 M NaCl) and
blocked by slim fast blocking buffer (100 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 2 M NaCl, 5%
(w/v) Slim fast). The magnetic streptavidin beads were extensively washed with 750 µl
washing buffer for 10 times, 750 µl H2O for 10 times, 7 M urea buffer (7 M urea, 100 mM
Tris/HCl pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 2 M NaCl) for 30 times and 750 µl H2O for 15 times. The
bound RNAs were eluted using 300 µl free biotin elution buffer (25 mM EPPS pH 7.0, 10
mM biotin) followed by ethanol precipitation, or as the described before beads were used for
reverse transcription PCR amplification directly. The eluted RNAs were converted to cDNAs
by reverse transcription, amplified by PCR and in vitro transcribed for the next round of
selection. In vitro selection of the aminoacylation ribozymes was carried out for 16 rounds,
the detailed selection data is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. The 16 rounds of in vitro selection for aminoacylation ribozymes.
Select RNA
No.
con.
0
4 µM

Reaction
Volume
1.5 ml

Temperature

RT-PCR

PCR

RNA

RT

Time
(h)
24

100µl (elute)

15 cycles

680 pmol

1

4 µM

170 µl

RT

24

40 µl (elute)

15 cycles

370 pmol

2

4 µM

100 µl

RT

24

40 µl (elute)

15 cycles

540 pmol

3

4 µM

125 µl

RT

20

40 µl (elute)

15 cycles

300 pmol

4

3 µM

100 µl

RT

20

20 µl (elute)

15 cycles

196 pmol

5

1 µM

200 µl

RT

20

20 µl (beads)

15 cycles

620 pmol

6

1 µM

100 µl

RT

20

20 µl (beads)

15 cycles

400 pmol

7

1 µM

100 µl

RT

20

20 µl (beads)

15 cycles

800 pmol

8

1 µM

100 µl

RT

20

20 µl (beads)

15cycles (half)

300 pmol

9

1 µM

100 µl

RT

20

20 µl (beads)

15cycles (half)

470 pmol

10

1 µM

100 µl

RT

18

20 µl (beads)

15cycles (half)

240 pmol

11

1 µM

100 µl

RT

18

20 µl (beads)

12cycles (half)

208 pmol

12

1 µM

100 µl

RT

18

20 µl (beads)

10cycles (half)

50 pmol

13

1 µM

50 µl

RT

18

20 µl (beads)

370 pmol

14

1 µM

100 µl

RT

18

20 µl (beads)

15

1 µM

100 µl

RT

18

20 µl (beads)

13 cycles
(half)
13 cycles
(half)
12 cycles
(half)

220 pmol
120 pmol

Notes: For RT-PCR amplification, in the first five selection rounds the biotin eluted RNA was used for
reverse transcription, and in the following eleven selection rounds streptavidin beads with bound RNA
were used directly. For in vitro transcription, in the first eight rounds of selection all the PCR products
were used and in the following eight rounds of selection only half of the PCR products were used for
in vitro transcription.

3.1.5 Activity detection of the selected RNAs
Ribozymes for aminoacylation can be assayed for example by acidic denaturing PAGE,
streptavidin (SAV) gel shift assays, or also by MALDI MS. In here, two assays were applied
for the activity detection of the selected RNAs. First, the biotin-streptavidin blot hybridization
was used, which is a technique in molecular biology to detect biotin-labeled molecules. The
biotin-RNA is run on a denaturing PAGE, after that the band in the gel is transferred and
immobilized to a positively charged Nylon membrane, a recommended component of this
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detection system to ensure the highest sensitivity of detection and the lowest background.
Next, the biotinylated RNAs are detected with streptavidin coupled to alkaline phosphatase
(AP). Streptavidin-AP conjugates bind specifically and irreversibly to the biotin-labeled
samples. Distribution of CDP-star on the blotted side of the membrane, is followed by
visualization with a photosystem using the chemoluminescence. CDP-star is a 1,2-dioxetane
compound utilized in alkaline phosphatase-based chemiluminescent detection assays, which
produces a light signal when it is activated by alkaline phosphatase. This method was first
tested using biotin-HP-RNA. Different amounts of biotin-HP-RNA were run on a denaturing
PAGE and then stained with ethidium bromide (EtBr). In parallel, another PAGE, which was
loaded with different amounts of biotin-HP-RNA, was run and subjected to the
biotin-streptavidin blot hybridization procedure. The test results are shown in Figure 33, and
indicated that about 1 pmol biotin-HP-RNA can be well detected by EtBr staining in the
denaturing PAGE (Figure 33A). The same amount is observable by biotin-streptavdin blot
hybridization (Figure 33B).

Figure 33 Denaturing PAGE and biotin-streptavidin blot hybridization assays of biotin-HP-RNA. (A)
Different amounts of biotin-HP-RNA were detected by 15% denaturing PAGE stained with EtBr. The
arrow denotes Biotin-HP-RNA. (B) Different amounts of biotin-HP-RNA were detected by
biotin-streptavidin blot hybridization. The arrow indicates biotin-HP-RNA.

Applying the biotin-streptavidin blot hybridization procedure, we tested if the RNA pool that
resulted from the fifteenth round of selective amplification has aminoacylation activity. It first
should accept biotin-phenylalanine (biotin-Phe) as the substrate to react with the carboxyl
group of the amino acid forming biotin-aminoacyl-p-RNA followed by transfer of the
aminoacyl group to any of the hydroxyl groups, preferentially on its own 3’ terminal hydroxyl
group to yield biotin-aminoacyl-O-RNA. The RNA molecules were incubated with
biotin-phenylalanine, and the resulting products (might contain biotin-Phe-O-RNA) were
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assayed by biotin-streptavidin blot hybridization. In Figure 34A, the RNA molecules were
visualized by illumination with UV 260 nm, after incubation with biotin-phenylalanine or
without. However, there was no detectable signal for the biotin-streptavidin blot hybridization
(Figure 34B). Therefore, it has to be concluded that the selected RNAs have no detectable
catalytic activity.

Figure 34 10% denaturing PAGE and biotin-streptavidin blot hybridization assay of 15th round
selected RNAs for aminoacylation activity. (A) The selected RNA library was incubated with or
without biotin-phenylalanine and analyzed by 10% denaturing PAGE with UV 260 nm visualization.
(B) The selected RNA library was incubated with or without biotin-phenylalanine and analyzed by
biotin-streptavidin blot hybridization.

To further investigate if the selected RNAs are ribozymes for aminoacylation or not, we chose
streptavidin-gel shift assay for analysis. The biotin-streptavidin gel shift assay was introduced
on page 30, which makes use of streptavidin to retard biotinylated RNA in ployacrylamide
gels and thus would separate the biotinylated aminoacyl RNA from the non-active RNAs. At
the beginning, the biotin-HP-RNA was used to test the feasibility of this method. In Figure
35A, the retarded band was observable under UV 260 nm, although the biotin-HP-RNA was
not totally retarded by streptavidin. This might be caused by the loss of biotin from
biotin-HP-RNA. The fifteenth round selected RNA was incubated with biotin-phenylalanine
and the resulting RNAs were treated with streptavidin. Figure 35B shows that there was no
retarded band observable. Hence, the selected RNAs have no catalytic activity.
The in vitro selection for aminoacylation ribozymes was unsuccessful, at least, no detectable
activity was found in the final pool. Possible reasons might be that the initial RNA pool is not
large enough to contain active RNAs, or the selection conditions and procedures might not be
suitable. Therefore, a rational design strategy was used in the further research focusing on the
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combination of two known aminoacylation ribozymes acting in common as aminoacyl-tRNA
synthetase.

Figure 35 Streptavidin gel shift assay. (A) Streptavidin gel shift assay for detection of biotin-HP-RNA.
(B) Streptavidin gel shift assay for analysis of the last round selected RNA with supposed
aminoacylation activity.

3.2 Diversified ribozymes for aminoacylation
Because of the failure of the in vitro selection strategy for aminoacylation ribozymes, next a
rational strategy was adopted for the further research. For this, a ribozyme for amino acid
activation and another ribozyme for aminoacyl transfer have been chosen. The KK13
ribozyme, so far is the only known amino acid activating ribozyme [13]. And for the
aminoacyl transfer, investigations using in vitro selection have yielded several ribozymes that
are capable of catalyzing aminoacyl transfer reactions. Among them, the C3 ribozyme
developed by M. Yarus and co-workers [97], is a rapid and simple ribozyme using only three
conserved nucleotides to support aminoacylation of its own 3'-end. Its tiny active center is an
ideal basis for RNA engineering work developing diversified ribozymes that may have played
a role in RNA world scenarios. We have worked on the development of two different classes
of aminoacylation ribozymes derived from the C3 ribozyme: (i) symmetrical ribozymes
having an axial symmetry, (ii) self-assembling ribozymes composed of small RNAs that by
association can form two active centers. Diversified ribozymes for aminoacylation would
present a colorful RNA world in the origin of life and various routes towards the modern
biological world.
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3.2.1 Symmetrical ribozymes for aminoacylation
As a common feature in nature, symmetrical shape exists in plants and animals. Furthermore,
large biological molecules tend to assemble from multiple subunits and are spatially arranged
in symmetric ways. For example, homodimers in proteins, composed of two identical subunits,
or monomers, are very common and usually the two subunits are symmetrically arranged with
respect to a symmetry axis. Additionally, symmetrical structures also can be found in naturally
occurring and artificial nucleic acids ribozymes. For example, the Ribosome, a ribozyme, has
a symmetrical ‘pocket-like’ substructure, which consists of 180 ribosomal RNA nucleotides
and hosts the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) for the peptide bond formation [115]. This
ribosomal symmetrical structure might be preserved throughout evolution and could have
existed in the RNA world [116]. In addition, the R3C ligase ribozyme was restructured as a
symmetrical dimer, so that it would ligate two substrates to yield an exact copy of itself. This
process resulted in a RNA molecule that underwent RNA-catalyzed self-replication [117].
Symmetrical structures may have had an advantage in early life: they can easily form by
doubling of existing simple structural elements to species of higher complexity, thus
providing the basis for extended functionality.

3.2.1.1 Design of symmetrical ribozymes for aminoacylation
The C1 ribozyme (Figure 36A), derived from the same selection pool as the C3 ribozyme, has
a symmetrical-like structure. Therefore, a series of symmetrical RNAs (Figure 36B, C, D)
were designed through site directed mutation and partial extension of the C1 ribozyme. As
shown in Figure 36A, the left hand and right hand of the active site in the C1 ribozyme is
basically similar, except a GC base pair on the right and a CG base pair on the left. Thus, the
first step was to change the GC base pair on the right into a CG base pair, and generate C1a
RNA (Figure 36B). To further construct a symmetrical structure, an additional U was added to
the 5’ terminus of the C1a ribozyme, forming the mirror symmetrical like structure C1b RNA
(Figure 36C). Finally C1c RNA (Figure 36D) was generated by an additional G at the 5’ end
of C1b RNA, now having a real symmetrical structure. The developed symmetrical ribozymes
should be active tested in reactions with Phe-AMP, which is the cognate substrate of the C1
ribozyme. Therefore, Phe-AMP was first chemically synthesized, in order to investigate the
activities of symmetrical ribozymes.
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Figure 36 Sequences and secondary structures of symmetrical RNAs. (A) C1 RNA.
(B) C1b RNA. (C) C1c RNA.

(B) C1a RNA.

3.2.1.2 The chemical synthesis and purification of Phe-AMP
Aminoacyl adenylates (aa-AMPs) are generated in the first step of ATP-dependent activation
of amino acids, catalyzed by aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. Aminoacyl adenylates are rather
unstable, and are directly used for terminal aminoacylation of tRNAs. Studies on aminoacyl
ribozymes, aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, or on the synthesis of artificial peptides or proteins,
all require large quantities of aa-AMP as key intermediates [118]. The chemical synthesis of
aminoacyl adenylate was reported by several groups, however, the Berg [92] method has been
frequently used as the superior one. In here, the modified method to synthesis and purification
of aminoacyl adenylate by the Yarus group [17] was adopted for the following study. The
procedure for the aminoacylation of 5’-AMP with phenylalanine (Phe) to obtain Phe-AMP as
follows: 5’-AMP (free acid) and phenylalanine was dissolved in pyridine-H2O solution. To
this solution were added 0.8 N HCl and an excess of DCC as condensing reagent. The
incubation was carried out at 0°C for 3.5 hours with stirring. Crude Phe-AMP was dissolved
in 50 mM KH2PO4 and subjected onto Sep-Pak cartridge to remove non-reacted
phenylalanine and 5’-AMP by water washing procedure. The purified product was eluted by
acetonitrile, frozen in liquid nitrogen and lyophilized, and the dried sample was stored at
-20°C. The concentration of aminoacyl adenylate was determined by absorbance at 260 nm (ε
﹦15400 L/mol*cm). Furthermore, the purity of the synthesized Phe-AMP can be analyzed by
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reverse-phase chromatography. 5’-AMP and phenylalanine were first eluted, followed by the
main product Phe-AMP, and a small amount of 2’ (3’)-O-aminoacyl esters of AMP (Figure
37). Due to the instability of aminoacyl adenylate, all the procedures were carried out on ice
and at low pH (pH 4.5).

Figure 37 Fraction of purified Phe-AMP by analytical HPLC. The profile shows A260 after application
of Phe-AMP to a C18 column eluted with a gradient of acetonitrile and 0.1 M ammonium acetate, pH
4.5. Gradient 0-70% B for 32 min, 30-100% B for 20 min, 100% B for 10 min.

3.2.1.3 A new aminoacylation assay: Atto-680-NHS labeled aminoacyl-RNA
A new aminoacylation assay was designed based on Atto-680-NHS. Atto reactive dyes were
applied for labeling amino and thiol groups, which cover the spectral region from 350 nm in
the UV to 750 nm in the NIR. N-hydroxysuccinimidyl (NHS)-ester are the most commonly
used, which react with amine-modified oligonucleotides or amino groups of proteins, forming
a chemically stable amide bond between the dye and the oligonucleotide or protein.
According to this, a novel aminoacylation assay was developed, in which the charged RNA is
labeled by reaction with Atto-680-NHS reagent forming Atto-680-Phe-O-RNA. The
derivative can be detected by a Li-COR Sequencer. Figure 38 shows the theory of
Atto-680-NHS labeling of aminoacyl RNA and Li-COR Sequencer analysis. This assay is
advantageous since radioactive isotope labeling of the RNA can be avoided. Moreover, the
Atto-680-NHS basically could be replaced with any other fluorescence dye having an
appropriate activation for reaction with aliphatic amino groups.
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Figure 38 Schematic diagram of the reaction of Atto-680-NHS with charged RNA (A) and
analysis on a Li-COR sequencer (B).

3.2.1.4 Activity of symmetrical RNAs for aminoacylation
In this experiment, individual RNA oligonucleotides corresponding to the respective
ribozymes C1 to C1c were chemically synthesized by the solid phase method and purified by
denaturing polyacrylamide gels. All the symmetrical RNAs derived from C1 ribozyme were
characterized in comparison. When these RNAs were tested for catalysis, they were converted
to Phe-RNA in the presence of the Phe-AMP and then analyzed by 12% acidic gel
electrophoresis. Under acidic conditions, the amino group is protonated and the additional
positive charge causes retardation of the aminoacylated RNA in the gel. Figure 39 shows the
electrophoresis results in an acidic PAGE gel: the faster-migrating band represents
non-charged RNA, while the slow migrating band represents the charged RNA. The results
indicated that all the symmetrical RNAs possessed catalytic activity as C1RNA. Rates for
formation of aminoacyl-RNAs were determined by the following equation:

aminoacylation rate ﹦

acylated RNA
acylated RNA + nonacylated RNA
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Figure 39 Aminoacylation activities of symmetrical RNAs. Gel (12% acidic PAA): left lane: reference,
nonacylated RNA, right lane: acylation reaction (the arrow denotes the acylated RNA). Yields of
acylated RNA correspond to 30 minutes reaction.

For this, the amounts of acylated RNA and nonacylated RNA were calculated by Image J
[119]. Comparison of the aminoacylation rates of all symmetrical RNAs allows for the
following conclusion: Mutation of the GC base pair to the CG base pair in C1a RNA causes a
small reduction in catalysis; Extension of the 5’-terminus in C1b RNA by an additional U
reduced the activity to a greater extent; Extension of the 5’-end in C1c RNA by another G
decreased the activity dramatically. Hence, all the symmetrical RNAs catalyze the aminoacyl
transfer reaction, even though the additional 5’-end nucleotides reduce the catalysis rate.
To further confirm the activity of the symmetrical RNAs, the novel Atto-680-NHS labeling
assay that we have developed and described above, was evaluated. The generated
Phe-O-RNAs were labeled by Atto-680-NHS reagent forming Atto-680-Phe-O-RNAs, which
can be analyzed by the Li-COR Sequencer. In Figure 40A, the observable signals are shown
as C1-F1, C1a-F1, C1b-F1 and C1c-F1. The results again suggest that all the symmetrical
RNAs can transfer the aminoacyl group to their own 3’ terminal hydroxyl groups, and that the
additional nucleotides at the 5’-end decrease the activity. This result is consistent with the data
obtained from acidic gel analysis. However, when the concentration of Phe-AMP was
increased and the incubation time was prolonged, more than one reaction product was
observed (Figure 40B). One was the expected Atto-680-Phe-O-RNAs and the other could be
Atto-680-(Phe)2-O-RNAs, according to the fact that the second or more products have also
been observed for the C3 ribozyme by Yarus [98]. Thus, all the symmetrical RNAs can
perform two essential reactions in protein synthesis, aminoacyl transfer catalysis and peptide
bond formation.
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Figure 40 Atto-680-NHS labeled aminoacylated RNAs were analyzed on a Li-COR sequencer. (A)
Incubation of four symmetrical RNAs with Phe-AMP for 30 minutes. Arrows denote C1-F1, C1a-F1,
C1b-F1 and C1c-F1 separately. (B) Incubation of four symmetrical RNAs with Phe-AMP for 2 hours.
Arrows indicate C1-F1(F2), C1a-F1(F2), C1b-F1(F2) and C1c-F1(F2). For detection of
aminoacylation, reaction products were treated with Atto-680-succinimidyl ester.

3.2.2 Self-assembling ribozymes for aminoacylation
Self-assembling is a term used to describe processes in which a disordered system of
pre-existing components forms an organized structure or pattern without external direction.
Self-assembling processes are common throughout nature and technology, involving
components from the molecular (crystals) to the planetary (weather systems) scale [120]. The
concept of self-assembling is increasingly used in many disciplines, especially as a leading
means for implementing atomically precise nucleic acid nanotechnologies due to the specific
base pairing rules of nucleic acids. As building blocks, the property of nucleic acid strands
allows for rational design of base sequences, so that a desired portion of each strand will
accumulate in the correct position to get desired target structures, leading to a unique ability
to form designed, complex structures with precise control over nanoscale features [121]. As
DNA self-assembling, four way junctions, twelve way junctions, a smiley face, and even two
dimensional and three dimensional crystalline arrangements have been developed and applied
in nanotechnology [122]. In addition, artificial RNA building blocks have been designed to
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generate molecular jigsaw puzzle unites [123] and self-assembling RNA squares [124],
suggesting that RNA molecules can provide insights into self-assembling processes involving
large populations of RNA molecules. From the enormous wealth of examples in biology,
self-assembling might be one of the most important strategies for the development of complex,
functional structures in the origin of life.

3.2.2.1 Design of self-assembling ribozymes for aminoacylation
Yarus and coworkers developed a five nucleotide ribozyme [97] for aminoacylation, which
derived

from

the

C3

ribozyme

(Figure

41A).

The

mini

ribozyme

initially

trans-phenylalanylates a partially complementary 4-nt RNA at its terminal 2’-ribose hydroxyl
using Phe-AMP. There are only three essential nucleotides forming the active center, and
three base pairs of a helix element provide marginal stability required for substrate acquisition
and/or aminoacyl transfer. Thus, an idea for design of a double active center ribozyme was
created, by extending the 5’ end of the substrate by GU (forming CS1 RNA) and the 3’ end of
the ribozyme by U (forming CS2 RNA) to produce a second active site (Figure 41B).

Figure 41 The predicted secondary structures of self-assembling ribozymes. (A) The small ribozyme
for aminoacylation [97]. (B) Two active centers ribozymes for aminoacylation (CS1RNA/CS2RNA
system). (C) Four active centers ribozyme for aminoacylation (CS3RNA system). (D) Self-assembling
ribozyme for aminoacylation (DHC3RNA system).
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To further develop a small self-assembling ribozyme (CS3 RNA) (Figure 41C) with multiple
active centers, one CG base pair of the CS1/CS2 RNA system was deleted. This 5-nt CS3
RNA can form partially complementary base pairs with each other and compose four active
centers. If it functions, this 5-nt RNA system might be a minimized self-assembling ribozyme
with the most powerful catalysis. However, taking into account the likely instability of two
base pairs, we extended the two base pairs to six pairs to stabilize the helix element. Also an
additional U at the 5’-end was added to increase the length of the oligonucleotide without
interference with activity. The new created self-assembling RNA (DHC3 RNA) can form two
active centers by self-association (Figure 41D).

3.2.2.2 Activity detection of multiple active centers RNA systems for aminoacylation
All designed RNAs were chemically synthesized and purified by HPLC. For the analysis of
the CS1/CS2 RNA system, equal amounts of CS1 RNA and CS2 RNA were incubated with
Phe-AMP, and after 60 minutes reaction, the mixture was ethanol precipitated and the product
was treated with Atto-NHS-680 reagent. The generated Atto-680-Phe-O-RNAs (CS1 and CS2)
were analyzed on the Li-COR Sequencer. As can be seen in Figure 42, the observable signals
are weak, implying that catalytic activity of this system is rather low. A possible reason could
be that the short RNAs badly precipitate from ethanol, such that the amount of the RNAs is
significantly reduced through three times ethanol precipitation. So the catalytic capability of
the CS1/CS2 system is presumably higher than observed. In consideration of the limitation of
short RNAs, longer RNAs were chosen in the following experiments.

Figure 42 Atto-680-NHS labeled aminoacylated RNAs were analyzed on a Li-COR sequencer.

For the CS3 RNA system with four possible active centers, there was no detectable product
yield obtained when the incubation was carried out at 4 °C as with the CS1/CS2 ribozyme
system or even at 0 °C. This result was in accordance with the original suspect that two base
pairs are not sufficiently stable to support the formation of the helix for substrate acquisition
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and aminoacyl transfer. In the condition of modern biology world, two base pairs are not
stable enough to form a helix; but in the origin of life, there might have been conditions (i.e.
very low temperature), allowing the RNA to form sufficiently stable two base pair helices,
and thus to catalyze aminoacyl transfer reactions by tiny ribozymes with multiple active
centers.
The designed 10-nt DHC3 RNA was long enough to overcome the problems of low ethanol
precipitation yield and an unstable helix. The activity assay for DHC3 RNA was again
performed by Atto-680-NHS labeling, and the result is shown in Figure 43. The ribozyme
DHC3 catalyzes the addition of phenylalanine to the 3’ terminal uridine of its two
complementary strands. When DHC3 RNA was incubated with Phe-AMP, the product bands
were evident on a 15% denaturing Li-COR gel (Figure 43, lane 2). Two products were
observed:

one

is

Atto-NHS-680-Phe-O-DHC3

and

the

other

presumably

is

Atto-NHS-680-(Phe)2-O-DHC3 according to the observation made earlier by Yarus and
co-workers [98]. Thus, the self-assembling DHC3 ribozyme system hosts two essential
chemical group transfers reactions: aminoacylation of RNA and formation of a peptide bond.
No product was formed when DHC3 RNA was pretreated with periodate (NaIO4), which
selectively oxidizes the 2’,3’-terminal cis-glycol of ribose, converting the sugar to an open
dialdehyde (Figure 43 lane3). These results suggest that phenylalanine transfer was to the
ribose hydroxyl(s), as in modern enzymatic aminoacyl-tRNA synthesis.

Figure 43 Atto-680-NHS labeled aminoacylated RNAs were analyzed on a Li-COR sequencer.

To further confirm the product identity, HPLC traces of the acylation reaction were recorded.
In addition, the products were subjected to deacylation conditions followed by HPLC analysis
on a RP-column. Two new peaks appeared (Figure 44B) suggesting that DHC3 RNA had the
ability to transfer the aminoacyl group from Phe-AMP to its own 3’ end hydroxyl group to
generate DHC3-Phe and in addition catalyzing a second acyl transfer to yield DHC3-(Phe)2.
The product peaks disappeared after treatment with a mild alkaline aqueous solution (Figure
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44C), indicating that the ester bond between the aminoacyl residue and the 3’-terminal
hydroxyl group of the RNA was cleaved.

Figure 44 HPLC traces of DHC3 aminoacylation and deacylation reaction. The profile shows A254
after application of ethanol precipitated reaction mixture onto a C18 column eluted with a gradient of
acetonitrile in 0.1M TEAAC pH 7.5. (A) Incubation of DHC3 RNA with Phe-AMP for 0 minutes. (B)
Incubation of DHC3 RNA with Phe-AMP for 60 minutes. (C) Incubation of DHC3 RNA with
Phe-AMP for 60 minutes, and followed by mild alkaline treatment for deacylation. Arrows denote the
DHC3 RNA, DHC3RNA-Phe and DHC3RNA-(Phe)2.

Furthermore, MALDI mass spectrometric analysis (Figure 45) confirmed the acylation of
DHC3 RNA. In addition to the monoacylated species, also double, triple and quadruple
acylated RNA was detected. For each main peak indicating DHC3, DHC3-Phe, DHC3-(Phe)2,
DHC3-(Phe)3 and DHC3-(Phe)4, their relative side peaks followed. The mass difference
between the main peak and the side peak was about 39 (Table 5). The only group which has
the closest mass to the deviation is a potassium ion (K), which might come from the reaction
solution. Thus, the second peak very likely, can be assigned to the potassium salt of the
acylated species.
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.
Figure 45 MALDI-TOF mass spectrometric analysis of the reaction products generated by
DHC3RNA. Unreacted RNA is DHC3. Reaction products are DHC3-Phe, DHC3-(Phe)2, DHC3-(Phe)3
and DHC3-(Phe)4. Numbers indicate the obtained mass.

Table 5 Masses of the synthetic RNAs determined by MALDI-TOF-MS (linear negative-ion mode,
found M= [M-H]-).
Name

Cal. M

Found M

△M

Error (%)

DHC3RNA

3151.43

3157.657

6.227

0.198

8.147

0.247

7.876

0.229

7.082

0.197

9.572

0.256

3197.425
DHC3RNA-Phe

3298.50

3306.647
3345.492

DHC3RNA-(Phe)2

3445.57
3592.64
3739.71

(3489.570-3453.446﹦36.124)

3599.722
3638.759

DHC3RNA-(Phe)4

(3345.492-3306.647﹦38.845)

3453.446
3489.570

DHC3RNA-(Phe)3

(3197.425-3157.657﹦39.768)

(3638.759-3599.722﹦39.037)

3749.282
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3.3 Rational design of an aaRS Ribozyme
Due to the failure of in vitro selection, a rational design strategy was developed, based on
previously selected ribozymes which have either amino acid activation activity or
aminoacylation activity. The KK13 ribozyme introduced in section 2.2.2.1 (Ribozyme
mediated amino acid activation) was chosen for amino acid activation, and the C3 ribozyme,
described in section 2.2.2.2 (Ribozymes for aminoacyl transfer reaction), for catalysis of
aminoacyl transfer. The goal was to adapt and to optimize both ribozymes to be used in a
common aminoacylation reaction. Studies started from the synthesis and analytical
investigation of the KK13 and the C3 ribozyme, followed by re-design of C3 in order to
accept 5’-aminoacylphosphorylated KK13 as substrate for transfer of the amino acid onto its
own 3’-end. The concerted action of both ribozymes should constitute an aaRS ribozyme with
similar activity as modern aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase.

3.3.1 The KK13 ribozyme and C3 ribozyme for aminoacylation
3.3.1.1 The KK13 ribozyme
The KK13 ribozyme was chosen in order to carry out the first step of the aaRS reaction. It
provides the α-phosphate of its 5’-triphosphate to be attacked by the carboxyl group of the
amino acid forming a mixed anhydride with the 5’-terminal guanosine, aminoacyl guanylate
[13]. To study the KK13 ribozyme, two DNA templates with overlapping region and two
appropriate primers (see in Appendix) were chemically synthesized for generation of KK13
DNA through PCR amplification. The KK13 ribozyme was obtained by in vitro transcription
and purified by denaturing PAGE. Figure 46 shows that KK13 DNA is 131 bp long (Figure
46A) and the KK13RNA is 113 nts long (Figure 46B).

Figure 46 Analysis of KK13 DNA and KK13 RNA. (A) 2% agarose gel showing the KK13 DNA
prepared by PCR amplification. Lane 1: 100 bp ladder. Lane 2: KK13 DNA (131 nts). (B) 8%
denaturing PAGE analysis of purified KK13 RNA after in vitro transcription. Lane 1: low range RNA
ladder. Lane 2: purified KK13 RNA (113 nts).
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Investigation of activity of KK13 RNA was a big challenge, due to the instability of the mixed
anhydride. To avoid the use of a radioactive isotope for labeling as done in the reference[13],
we tried to apply two alternative methods for fragment visualization and reaction analysis.
The first was to use 3-amino-1-propanol for coupling with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)
forming a FITC derivative with terminal OH group, which can be used for attacking the
mixed amino acid phosphoric acid anhydride formed upon reaction of KK13 with
phenylalanine. Accordingly, transfer of the amino acid onto the FITC compound would result
in fluorescently labeled phenylalanine, and thus indirectly indicate the previous formation of
phe-p-KK13. The structure and the chemistry of the FITC-linker are shown in Figure 47.

Figure 47 Synthesis of FITC linker. Reaction conditions: 0.1 mmol FITC, 0.07 mmol
3-amino-1-propanol, 0.1 M Borax buffer (pH 8.5) and DMF, room temperature in the dark overnight.

The crude product of the reaction between FITC and 3-aminopropanol was purified by
column chromatography and the identity was confirmed by MALDI MS. A 50 fold excess of
the new FITC-linker was incubated with the reaction product obtained from incubation of
KK13 with phenylalanine, and analyzed by HPLC. No expected peak appeared in Figure 48,
indicating that no catalysis product could be detected with this assay.

Figure 48 HPLC traces of FITC-linker and FITC-linker treated with Phe-p-KK13RNA. HPLC
conditions: buffer A (0.1 M TEEAc + 5% CH3CN) and buffer B (0.1 M TEEAc + 70 % CH3CN).
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Another analysis of the reaction between KK13 ribozyme and phenylalanine was done by
using streptavidin to retard the reaction product in an acidic gel. In order to form the
biotinylated reaction product, biotin-phenylalanine was used as substrate instead of free
phenylalanine. Gel electrophoresis at acidic conditions was necessary to stablize the mixed
anhydride, Phe-p-KK13RNA. In addition, incubation of streptavidin with Phe-p-KK13 RNA
was conducted at pH 5, not pH 8 as usually done. The result is shown in Figure 49. The upper
band indicates the reaction product Phe-p-KK13 RNA. The several lower bands most likely
result from secondary structures of KK13 RNA, which had been purified by denaturing
PAGE before reaction. Although normally there is no secondary structure of RNA in
denaturing PAGE, KK13 RNA, as a large RNA molecule, obviously still can form complex
structures, even at denaturing conditions. However, due to the instability of the reaction
product, the result was not easy to reporduce. And yet, the same result was obtained twice.

Figure 49 Detection of KK13 RNA catalysis by a streptavidin-gel shift assay using a 6% acidic
denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Lane 1: KK13 RNA incubated with biotin-Phe and treated by
streptavidin before subjecting onto the gel. Lane 2: KK13 RNA incubated with biotin-Phe. Lane 3:
KK13 RNA treated with streptavidin.

3.3.1.2 The C3 ribozyme
For catalysis of aminoacyl transfer, the C3 ribozyme was selected performing the second step
of the aaRS reaction, although several other ribozymes with aminoacyl transfer activity exist
[14-16, 97]. There is a unique feature of the C3 ribozyme that makes it to be the best
candidate for our purpose: the C3 RNA can utilize different phosphorylated leaving groups
and amino acids, without bias towards certain amino acids or nucleotides; the activity of the
C3 ribozyme is not dependent on its 5’-triphosphate; it has a simple secondary structure and
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only a 3-nt tiny active center. Thus, amino acid activation by the KK13 ribozyme would yield
an aminoacyl-GMP KK13RNA (because the 5’-terminal nucleotide is a G), which then could
be used as substrate by the C3 ribozyme for aminoacyl transfer, provided that C3 recognizes
the aminoacyl-GMP analogue.
The C3 ribozyme was chemically synthesized and purified by PAGE. The activity of C3 was
analyzed by several aminoacylation assays. For aminoacylation, the purified C3 RNA was
incubated with Phe-AMP for 1 hour then the reaction mixture was ethanol precipitated twice
to remove the excess of Phe-AMP and salts. The product of that reaction was analyzed using
different assays. Figure 50 shows the time course of reaction analyzed by the Atto-680-NHS
labeling assay, and by acidic gel electrophoresis. In Figure 50A the only observable band is
characteristic for Atto-680-Phe-O-C3RNA; and in Figure 50B the lower band represents
C3RNA and the upper band corresponds to Phe-O-C3RNA. The results indicate that almost
all C3RNA is acylated after 15 minutes reaction, which agrees well with what is said in the
reference [17].

Figure 50 Activity assay of the C3 ribozyme. (A) Time course of aminoacylation reaction followed by
15% denaturing PAGE. Bands were visualized by illumination at 700 nm. The arrow points at the
reaction product Atto-680-Phe-O-C3RNA. (B) Time course of aminoacylation reaction followed by 12%
acidic denaturing PAGE. Bands were visualized by illumination at 260 nm. The two arrows denote the
reaction product Phe-O-C3 RNA and non-reacted C3RNA separately.

In addition, a streptavidin gel shift assay was also applied for aminoacylation analysis. In
Figure 51, the lower band results from C3RNA and the upper band from
streptavidin-biotin-Phe-O-C3RNA, upon running through 15% denaturing PAGE stained by
EtBr solution. The product yield shown in the SAV-gel shift assay is lower than obtained with
the acidic gel assay. A possible reason lies in the conditions used in the SAV-gel shift assay.
Here, pH 8.0 was required for both streptavidin treatment and electrophoresis, which might
have hydrolyzed part of the ester bond between phenylalanine and C3 RNA. Another reason
could be non-quantitative reaction with Biotin-NHS, since biotinylation here is done after
reaction, instead using biotinylated phenylalanine as in the experiment above.
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Figure 51 SAV gel shift assay analysis of C3RNA aminoacylation in 15% denaturing PAGE. The
product of reaction between C3 RNA and phenylalanine was labeled with Biotin-NHS followed by
treatment with streptavidin. Lane 1: 60 min reaction. Lane 2: 0 min reaction.

The C3RNA aminoacyl ester product was also exploited by nuclease P1 digestion and HPLC
analysis. Nuclease P1 digestion of Phe-O-C3RNA yields an NMP mix (from internal positions
and unreacted 3’-RNA terminus) and Phe-O-UMP (from the aminoacylated 5’RNA terminus).
Digestion of the reaction product of C3 RNA catalysis after 0 minute and 60 minutes and
analysis by HPLC chromatography shows that a peak most likely indicating Phe-O-UMP,
appeared in the 60 minutes reaction analysis (Figure 52). The HPLC conditions and the
positions of NMP (AMP, UMP, CMP and GMP) are according to the literature [125-127] .

Figure 52 HPLC traces of isolated reaction products of aminoacylation treated by nuclease P1. Red
color HPLC trace donates that NP1 digest C3 RNA “60 minutes” reaction, and blue color HPLC trace
denotes that NP1 digest C3 RNA “0 minutes” reaction. HPLC condition: buffer A (ammonium acetate
pH 4.5), buffer B (100% methanol). Gradient: 0-40% B from 0-25.5 min, then to 90% at 37.5 min,
flow rate 1ml/min
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From the aminoacylation assays described above, one can conclude that the Atto-680-NHS
labeling assay is the most sensitive method for qualitative analysis of aminoacylation.
However, the acidic gel electrophoresis assay turned out being the best for quantitative studies,
because the aminoacyl ester is most stable at those conditions. Therefore, it is recommendable
to use both methods for further research.

3.3.2 The aaRS ribozyme model system: a sequence guided ribozyme for
aminoacylation

3.3.2.1 Strategy for the development of an aaRS ribozyme model system
Due to the low activity of the KK13 ribozyme and its very unstable reaction product, a model
system was constructed to certify the feasibility of the strategy. In this model, initially the
aminoacyl-phosphate-KK13RNA, product of the KK13 ribozyme, was replaced by
phenylalanine-phosphate-TTTTTTAA (Phe-p-T6A2). Phe-p-T6A2, similar to aminoacyl
adenylate, had been applied previously in several researches [22, 109, 110]. The designed
model system is shown in Figure 53: The C3 RNA normally uses Phe-AMP as aminoacyl
carrier for the aminoacyl transfer reaction and to generate Phe-O-C3RNA (Figure 53A). In
fact, the C3 RNA has no bias with the phosphate leaving group, it can accept any nucleotide
not just A in the activated aa-NMP species for aminoacylation [17]. Alternatively,
Phe-p-T6A2 was tested as substrate for the C3 RNA catalysis (Figure 53B). Furthermore, C3T
RNA, a derivative of C3 RNA, was constructed and investigated using Phe-p-T6A2 as the
substrate. The design strategy of C3T RNA is based on the following assumption: The active
center of C3 ribozyme only consists of three essential nucleotides, and accepts the small
substrate-aminoacyl adenylate. Phe-p-T6A2, a larger substrate compared to the aminoacyl
adenylate, might not fit in the tiny active center of the original C3 RNA, while a designed
C3T RNA could stretch the Phe-p-T6A2 by complementary base pairings. It orients the
aminoacyl group towards the tiny active center and thus closer to the 3’-U aminoacylation site
(Figure 53C).
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Figure 53 (A) The C3 ribozyme supported aminoacylation using Phe-AMP. (B) The C3 ribozyme
supported aminoacylation using Phe-p-T6A2. (C) The C3T ribozyme supported aminoacylation using
Phe-p-T6A2.

3.3.2.2 Chemical synthesis of aminoacyl-phosphate-oligonucleotides
Synthesis of aminoacyl-phosphate-oligonucleotides is the key step for investigating the
systems described above. This kind of oligonucleotide analogue, chemically similar to
aminoacyl-adenylate, has been used before to construct a non-enzymatic RNA minihelix
aminoacylation system [22], in which the oligonucleotide was a 5’-p-TTTTTTAA-3’ DNA
molecule. In our studies, we tried to use p-T6A2 DNA (5’-p-TTTTTTAA-3’ DNA), KK6
DNA (5’-p-GGGACG-3’ DNA), KK8 DNA (5’-p-GGGACGAC-3’ DNA) and KK6RNA
(5’-p-GGGACG-3’ RNA) for the chemical synthesis reaction, in which the sequence of KK6
DNA (RNA) and KK8 DNA correspond to the first six or eight nucleotides at the 5’-end of
KK13 RNA (see Figure 8) . For the preparation of the aminoacyl phosphate oligonucleotide,
phenylalanine was coupled using 1,3 dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC), to form mixed
carbo-phosphoanhydride linkages to the 5’-phosphates of the oligonucleotides [22, 109]. The
quality of the oligonucleotides, the presence of the 5’-phosphate group and salt free reaction
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mixtures are the most important requirements for an efficient coupling reaction.
For all oligonucleotides, the presence of the 5’-phosphate modification was confirmed by Calf
Intestinal Phosphatase (CIP) dephosphorylation to remove the 5’-terminal phosphate group.
Compared to the oligonucleotide with a hydroxyl group, the 5’-terminal phosphate group in
the oligonucleotide makes it run faster in electrophoresis due to the extra negative charge of
the phosphate group. The results are shown in Figure 54, in which p-T6A2 DNA, p-KK6
DNA, p-KK8 DNA and p-KK6 RNA migrated faster than their corresponding sequences with
hydroxyl group obtained by CIP treatment. Thus, for sure, all chemical synthesized
oligonucleotides contained a 5’-terminal phosphate.

Figure 54 Dephosphorylation of oligonucleotides and analysis on 24% denaturing PAGE. (A)
Dephosphorylation of p-T6A2 DNA. (B) Dephosphorylation of p-KK8 DNA. (C) Dephosphorylation
of p-KK6 DNA. (D) Dephosphorylation of p-KK6 RNA. Arrows denote the oligonucleotides with 5’
phosphate and the oligonucleotides with hydroxyl group separately.

Apart from the importance of the 5’-phosphate, all the oligonucleotides must be desalted to
provide a salt free solution for the following coupling reaction. Commercially available C18
Sep-Pak reverse-phase cartridges were applied successfully to sample desalting, due to the
strongly hydrophobic silica-based bond phase to adsorb oligonucleotides. To evaluate the
recovery efficiency of the C18 reverse phase cartridge desalting procedure, washing solutions
were collected as 1 ml fractions. The data shown in Figure 55 suggest that almost all the
p-T6A2 DNA can be recovered after desalting, but a large amount of KK6 DNA, KK8 DNA
and KK6 RNA were lost during the desalting procedure, with KK6 DNA and KK6 RNA being
particularly problematic. The big difference in recovery efficiency between p-T6A2 DNA and
the other oligonucleotides was inconsistent with the expected results. Compared to KK8 DNA,
KK6 DNA and KK6 RNA had still lower recovery efficiency. A possible reason could be that
the shorter oligonucleotides are less hydrophobic, causing less C18 reverse phase cartridge
affinity. However, p-T6A2 DNA and p-KK8 DNA, both 8 nt DNAs, showed totally diverse
affinity to the C18 cartridge. Thus, the many guanosines in KK8 DNA are another possible
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reason, which might account for the observed problems. G-rich sequences are prone to
formation of quadruplexes, such that KK8 as well as KK6 forming these structures
intermolecularly might not interact with or easily be released from the reverse phase cartridge.
In order to further investigate this possibility, CD spectra of KK8 and KK6 were recorded
(Figure 56).

Figure 55 Analysis of the washing fractions of oligonucleotides desalted by C18 reverse phase
cartridge in 20% denaturing PAGE. (A) Analysis of fractions from the p-T6A2 DNA desalting
procedure. (B) Analysis of fractions from the p-KK6 DNA desalting procedures. (C) Analysis of
fractions from the p-KK8 DNA desalting procedure. (D) Analysis of fractions from the p-KK6 RNA
desalting procedure.

In this experiment, KK8 DNA was first examined, showing a CD spectrum similar to
G-quadruplex conformation in Figure 56 A. To further confirm this result, the spectra
recorded after incubation with 100 mM KCl are presented in Figure 56B and show clearly a
positive peak at 260 nm and a negative peak at 240 nm, characteristic of parallel strand
G-quadruplex conformations. Moreover, as shown in Figure 56C, D, KK6 DNA and KK6
RNA with KCl were also subjected to the CD spectrum analysis and displayed a
G-quadruplex conformation pattern in the CD spectrum.
Considering the low recovery efficiency caused by quadruplex formation or any other effect
in the C18 Sep Pak assay, another method for desalting using a strong acidic cation exchange
resin (Dowex H+) was adopted, which is capable of exchanging salt ions bound to DNA with
H+ in solution. To test this desalting method, T6A2 DNA was desalted by cation exchange
resin (Dowex H+) and used successfully to synthesize Phe-p-T6A2. This result indicated that
desalting oligonucleotides by Dowex H+ ion exchange was enough to provide a salt free
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oligonucleotide for the coupling reaction. Therefore, desalting of KK8 DNA, KK6 DNA and
KK6 RNA was also carried out following this protocol.

Figure 56 CD spectra of the KK8 DNA, KK6 DNA and KK6 RNA. (A) 6 µM KK8 DNA. (B) 6 µM
KK8 DNA in 100 mM KCl. (C) 6 µM KK6 DNA in 100 mM KCl. (D) 6 µM KK6 RNA in 100 mM
KCl. (E) The predicated G-quadruplex structure.

For chemical synthesis and purification of Phe-p-T6A2, the protocol for aminoacyl adenylate
devised by Berg [92] was used with slight modification. Because of the instability of the
mixed anhydride, all the procedures were carried out on ice. MALDI mass spectrometric
analysis of the C18 Sep-Pac cartridge purified aminoacyl phosphate oligonucleotide reaction
product confirmed the formation of Phe-p-T6A2, mixed with unreacted p-T6A2 (Figure 57).
Thus, the second peak very likely, can be assigned to the potassium salt of the acylated
species. Because of its instability, the mixed product was used as substrate in the following
studies without further purification. In addition to p-T6A2 DNA, several shorter or longer and
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other sequences also had been tried for the 5’-phosphate aminoacylation reaction. Among
them, p-T5A2 DNA and p-T7A2 DNA also can be used for chemical synthesis, but KK6
DNA, KK8 DNA and KK6 RNA turned out being nonsuitable substrates for chemical
synthesis of the 5’-aminoacyl phosphate oligonucleotides (Table 6).

Figure 57 MALDI mass spectrometric analysis of C18 Sep-Pac cartridge purified Phe-p-T6A2.
Numbers indicate the determined mass. Theoretical mass: p-T6A2: 2468.40, Phe-p-T6A2; 2615.47.
Observed mass: 2467.766 denotes p-T6A2; 2505.401 denotes (p-T6A2 + K); 2615.939 denotes
Phe-p-T6A2; and 2653.047 denotes (Phe-p-T6A2 + K).

Table 6 Summarized data for chemical synthesis of aminoacyl phosphate oligonucleotides
Sequence DNA

5’-phosphate
modification

C18 cartridge
desalting

Dowex H+
desalting

Coupling
reaction

p-T6A2 DNA

yes

yes

yes

yes

p-T5A2 DNA

yes

yes

yes

yes

p-T7A2 DNA

yes

yes

yes

yes

p-KK6 DNA

yes

lost sample

yes

no

p-KK8 DNA

yes

lost sample

yes

no

p-KK6 RNA

yes

lost sample

yes

no
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3.3.2.3 Activity tests of the aaRS ribozyme model system
In order to investigate the efficiency of aminoacylation with the developed ribozyme and
oligonucleotide substrate, the previously developed assay described on page 47 was used: the
reaction products were derivatized with Atto-680-succinimidyl ester forming Atto-amino
acid-O-RNAs, which can be detected on a Li-COR sequencer. As Figure 58 shows,
Atto-Phe-O-C3RNA was yielded upon incubation of 10 µM C3 RNA with 5 mM Phe-AMP;
while no product was observed when 10 µM C3 RNA was incubated with about 200 µM of
Phe-p-T6A2 substrate. However, as expected, Atto-Phe-O-C3TRNA formed, when 10 µM
C3T RNA was treated with about 200 µM of Phe-p-T6A2. Reactions were performed at pH
6.4 and 15°C (half life of aminoacyl phosphate adenylate (or oligos) was about 1 hour). Thus,
the designed C3T RNA can use aminoacyl phosphate oligos for aminoacylation, while C3
RNA did not show catalysis activity when incubated with the Phe-p-T6A2 at the same
conditions.

Figure 58 Atto-680-NHS labeled aminoacylated RNAs were analyzed on a Li-COR sequencer. For
detection of aminoacylation, reaction products were treated with Atto-680-succinimidyl ester. Arrows
indicate Atto-Phe-O-C3 and Atto-Phe-O-C3T separately.

3.3.2.4 Amino acid chirality
In modern biology, each aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase only attaches the cognate L-form amino
acid to the tRNA. This character was shown for the C3 ribozyme, which exclusively prefers
the L-amino acid for aminoacylation [17]. To further analyze if the same applies to the C3T
RNA, L-Phe-p-T6A2 and D-Phe-p-T6A2 were prepared and used for the aminoacylation
reaction. As expected, we observed only the formation of Atto-L-Phe-O-C3TRNA (Figure 59).
Therefore, the C3T RNA inherited the amino acid chirality character from the C3 ribozyme,
which further confirms that this aminoacyl transfer reaction was performed by RNA catalysis,
not by spontaneous transfer reaction resulting just from an orientational effect. In the
non-enzymatic minihelix aminoacyl system, aminoacyl transfer is a spontaneous reaction,
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which accepts both forms of the amino acid and slightly prefers the L form over the D form
amino acid [109, 110].

Figure 59 Analysis of aminoacylation of the C3T ribozyme with L-phenylalanine-p-T6A2 and
D-phenylalanine-p-T6A2. Atto-680-NHS labeled aminoacylated RNAs were analyzed on a LI-COR
sequencer. Arrow points at the Atto-680-Phe-O-C3TRNA.

3.3.2.5 Aminoacylation of C3T ribozyme is specific for the 2’-hydroxyl group of the
3’-terminal uridine
In the modern translation system, twenty aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases are classified into two
exclusive classes. The position of acylation of tRNA is different between them: the class I
aaRS first transfers the amino acid to the 2’ hydroxyl of the terminal ribose of tRNA, and the
class II aaRS transfers the amino acid to the 3’-hydroxyl group [87]. The C3 ribozyme is
self-aminoacylated at its own 2’-hydroxyl group at the 3’-terminus [17]. As a derivative of the
C3 ribozyme, the aminoacylation site of the C3T ribozyme was determined. Oxidation of the
3’-terminal C3T RNA with NaIO4 (Figure 60 Lane 2), which selectively oxidizes the
2’(3’)-terminal cis-glycol of ribose and converts the sugar to an open dialdehyde prior to the
amino acylation reaction, did not produce detectable products when C3T RNA was incubated
with L-Phe-p-T6A2. This result indicates that phenylalanine was transferred to the ribose
hydroxyl(s) in the same way as in enzymatic aminoacyl-tRNA synthesis. To further define the
amino acid attachment site, this transfer was analyzed by using a synthetic C3T RNA without
the terminal 2’-hydroxyl group (Figure 60. Lane3). No product was observed. Unfortunately,
we did not have access to 3’-deoxy uridine, to make the analysis complete. However, from the
conducted experiments it can be concluded that the 2’-teminal hydroxyl group is essential for
catalysis, and that the aminoacylation site is the 2’-OH group as analogous to the class I aaRS
aminoacylating the 2’-OH of A76 on tRNA.
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Figure 60 Aminoacylation site of the C3T ribozyme. P indicates Atto-L-Phe-O-C3TRNA. Lane 1:
C3T RNA lane 2: C3T RNA + NaIO4 lane 3: C3T(2’dU) RNA

3.3.2.6 The distance between the aminoacyl group and the hydroxyl group of 3’-terminal U
affects catalysis activity
In the original design, it was suspected that the 5’-overhanging thymidine carrying the
aminoacyl group in the L-Phe-p-T6A2 substrate provides an appropriate space distance
between the aminoacyl group and the hydroxyl group of 3’-terminal U, not too close to inhibit
the active center and not too far away from the 3’ U aminoacylation site. To further explore
the importance of the distance, we prepared L-Phe-p-T5A2 and L-Phe-p-T7A2, either
shortening or extending the distance between the two groups. The results indicate that the
distance influences the activity, a shorter distance, as in L-Phe-p-T6A2 and L-Phe-p-T7A2,
seems to enhance catalysis, whereas a larger distance, as in L-Phe-p-T5A2, is detrimental to
catalysis (Table 7).
Table 7 Influence of the distance between the amino acid and the aminoacylation site on
aminoacylation efficiency.

*: left lane: reference, nonacylated RNA, right lane: Atto-680-NHS labeled acylated RNAs.
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Activity of the C3T ribozyme with the three substrates was further assayed in 12% acidic
denaturing gels. There, the C3T ribozyme showed the highest activity when incubated with
L-Phe-p-T6A2. The acylation yield at 60 minutes is about 90% (Figure 61). Compared with
C3 RNA catalysis, the C3T ribozyme also showed a rather high aminoacylation rate, but
nevertheless yet slower than C3 RNA, which might be caused by the presence of non-acylated
substrate. When non-acylated substrate binds to the C3T ribozyme, no aminoacyl transfer
reaction can happen; the substrate needs to dissociate followed by binding of a new substrate.
The binding and dissociating procedures take time.

Figure 61 Time course of C3T RNA catalysis with different substrates: L-Phe-p-T5A2, L-Phe-p-T6A2
and L-Phe-p-T7A2. (A) Reaction analysis of C3T RNA catalysis in the presence of L-Phe-p-T5A2 on
a 12% acidic denaturing PAGE. (B) Reaction analysis of C3T RNA catalysis in the presence of
L-Phe-p-T6A2 on a 12% acidic denaturing PAGE. (C) Reaction analysis of C3T RNA catalysis in the
presence of L-Phe-p-T7A2 on a 12% acidic denaturing PAGE. (D) Graph showing product formation
with time using different substrates. Arrows denote nonacylated RNA and acylated RNA.
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3.3.2.7 C3T RNA and non-enzymatic C3TM RNA for aminoacylation
Paul Schimmel and Koji Tamura constructed a non-enzymatic aminoacylation system
composed of an RNA minihelix with an aminoacyl phosphate oligonucleotide. Activity is
based on the fact that the transfer of the activated aminoacyl group from the adenylate to the
3’-end of RNA is a ‘downhill’ spontaneous reaction. To further confirm that C3T RNA
aminoacylation with L-Phe-p-T6A2 is an enzymatic reaction, we synthesized C3TM RNA,
deleterious of the active center and forming a full complementary structure instead (Figure
62A). The 15% Li-COR gel in Figure 62B shows the aminoacylation products of C3T RNA
catalysis and C3TM RNA spontaneous reaction after treatment with Atto-680-NHS.
Comparing the observed amount of reaction products, one can conclude that the activity of
C3T RNA was much higher than the spontaneous reaction. Therefore, C3T RNA
aminoacylation with L-Phe-p-T6A2 is an enzymatic reaction. In the 12% acidic gel, formation
of the aminoacylation product for C3T is well detectable, while no reaction product was
observed for the C3TM reaction (Figure 62C). This further indicates that the C3T RNA
indeed is a ribozyme.

Figure 62 Aminoacylation of C3T RNA and C3TM RNA. (A) Secondary structure of C3T RNA and
C3TM RNA in complex with L-Phe-p-T6A2. (B) Analysis of C3T RNA and C3TM RNA reaction
with L-Phe-p-T6A2. Arrows mark the reaction products: Atto-680-Phe-O-C3TRNA and
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Atto-680-Phe-O-C3TMRNA. (C) 12% acidic denaturing PAGE analysis of C3T RNA and C3TM
RNA reaction. Arrows indicate the non-acylated RNA: C3T RNA and C3TM RNA and the reaction
product: Phe-O-C3TRNA.

3.3.2.8 Construction and analysis of the aaRS ribozyme system
In the modern biological systems, many protein enzymes have more than one activity, such as
T4 DNA ligase and aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase. It is well known, that aminoacyl-tRNA
synthetase first activates the amino acid forming aminoacyl adenylate, and then transfers the
amino acid from the activated substrate aminoacyl adenylate to the 3’-terminus of tRNA.
Equally, T4 DNA ligase first catalyzes the formation of a 5’5’-pyrophosphate linkage between
the 5’-phosphate of the donor DNA and the α -phosphate of ATP via a covalent AMP-enzyme
intermediate. In the next step, this capped DNA donor is used as an activated substrate to form
the new 3’,5’-phosphodiester linkage with the 3’-oxygen of the acceptor DNA.
To support the hypothesis that DNA itself has sufficient catalytic power to perform these
chemical reactions, Breaker and coworkers have developed a DNA-based T4 DNA ligase
system. This system is based on the action of two catalytic DNAs, an ATP-dependent
self-adenylating deoxyribozyme (AppDNA) and a self-ligating deoxyribozyme, to create a
ligation

system

that

covalently

joins

oligonucleotides

via

the

formation

of

a

3’,5’-phosphodiester linkage [128]. Moreover, the recognition between the self-adenylating
deoxyribozyme and the self-ligating deoxyribozyme is dependent on base pair interaction
between both deoxyribozymes. Therefore, generation of the aaRS ribozyme can follow a
similar strategy as used for the T4 DNA ligase system.
The KK13 ribozyme first catalyzes reaction of its 5’-triphosphate with an amino acid forming
aminoacyl phosphate KK13RNA. Next, the C3 ribozyme uses the aminoacyl phosphate KK13
RNA as the substrate and transfers the aminoacyl group to its own 3’end. For this purpose,
modification of the C3 ribozyme was necessary, such that its 5’end sequence recognizes the 5’
end sequence of the KK13 ribozyme through Watson Crick base pairs. The detailed strategy is
displayed in Figure 63, showing the C3a ribozyme as derived from the C3T ribozyme by
5’-sequence adaptation. The only difference between the C3a ribozyme and the C3T ribozyme
lies in the 5’-end recognition sequence: The C3a ribozyme forms base pairs with
5’-GGGACG-3’ and C3T ribozyme forms base pairs with 5’-TTTTTTAA-3
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Figure 63 Rational design of an aaRS ribozyme system. (A) The sequence and secondary structure of
the KK13 ribozyme, which reacts with an amino acid forming aminoacyl phosphate KK13RNA. (B)
The C3a RNA is a derivative of the C3 ribozyme. (C) The 5’-terminal triphosphate of KK13 RNA is
attacked by the carboxyl group of phenylalanine forming aminoacyl-p-KK13RNA. (D) The C3a RNA
forms base pairs with the 5’-end of KK13 RNA and transfers the aminoacyl group to its own 3’
terminal hydroxyl group.

’.

The aaRS ribozyme system designed on this way was characterized using the aminoacylation
assay based on Atto 680 labeling described above. Both ribozymes were incubated together
with the amino acid phenylalanine. Formation of Atto-L-Phe-O-C3a was detected on the
Li-COR sequencer (Figure 64). Compared with the original C3 ribozyme, our aaRS ribozyme
system has rather low activity, which may be mainly due to low activity of the KK13
ribozyme. However, product formation is clearly visible, hence indicating that combination of
the two ribozymes constitutes an aminoacylation system fulfilling the role of modern
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases.

Figure 64 Analysis of the aaRS ribozyme system on the Li-COR sequencer, aminoacylated RNAs
were detected by the Atto-680-NHS labeling assay.
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4 Discussion
Aminoacylation reactions catalyzed by ribozymes are taken as bridge from the RNA world to
the modern biological world. Researchers have always attempted to develop an aaRS
ribozyme, which can activate the amino acid forming an activated amino acid analogue [13]
and then transfer the amino acyl group to the 3’-terminal hydroxyl group of RNA [13-15, 17].
In this project, both in vitro selection and rational design have been applied for generation of
an aaRS ribozyme.

4.1 In vitro selection strategy for aminoacylation
At the beginning, an in vitro selection strategy was adopted for developing aminoacylation
ribozymes. The predicted chemical mechanism was that the 5’-triphosphate group of an RNA
transcript was attacked by the carboxyl group of an amino acid, resulting in a mixed
anhydride and hence, activation of the amino acid. The first activation step should be
followed by intramolecular transfer of the amino acid leading to esterification of a hydroxyl
group, preferentially of the 3’-end hydroxyl group. In the selection process, an RNA library
with 142 randomized positions was incubated with non-activated biotin-phenylalanine, and
the active, then biotinylated RNAs were captured by streptavidin beads. After 15 rounds of
selection, the experiment turned out to have failed, no activity for aminoacylation could be
detected in the final pool. Possible reasons might be the following: (i) The initial RNA pool
that was used for in vitro selection might not contain any active RNAs. That is because the
entire sequence space of the random pool is rather huge (3.1×1085 different sequences).
However, the initial RNA pool applied for in vitro selection covers only a space of 4.5×1014
different sequences, which corresponds to less than 1.45×10-69 % of the entire theoretical
population. Therefore the RNA sequences applied for in vitro selection were only a very small
part of all possible sequences, and unfortunately did not possess the desired activity. (ii) The
expected ribozyme would have had two distinct catalytic abilities, performing continuous
reactions. This increases the difficulty, especially when the first step reaction product, the
5’-aminoacyl phosphate is very unstable. Although the following reaction basically is a
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down-hill reaction, it was maybe impracticable to quickly catch an appropriate aminoacyl
attachment site in a complex RNA structure, accompanied by the hydrolysis of the aminoacyl
phosphate mixed anhydride. (iii) The selection conditions were chosen according to a
5’-purine ribonucleotide transfer ribozyme obtained by the Suga group [129], in which the
5’-triphosphate group of the ribozyme was attacked by ATP-γS. However, those selection
conditions might not be entirely suitable for the two step aminoacylation reaction. The higher
pH (pH 7.5) in the selection reaction might be suitable for attacking of the 5’-triphosphate by
the carboxyl group of phenylalanine, but on the other hand can quickly hydrolyze the formed
phenylalanine-p-RNA, impeding product formation in the final reaction step. (iv) During the
in vitro selection, in each round some RNA was obtained, although in the following activity
test, these RNAs were found having no aminoacylation activity. These RNAs might have the
ability to specifically bind to the streptavidin, and hence were isolated as false positive
candidates. This selection experiment failed in the end, but all data in the study is helpful in
the further research.

4.2 Diversified ribozymes for aminoacylation
Since the first ribozyme was discovered, naturally occurring ribozymes and original artificial
ribozymes have been modified for the purpose of altering their activity or conferring novel
properties, in order to demonstrate the plausibility of the RNA world model [130, 131].
Ribozymes for aminoacylation have been engineered from the formation of smaller ribozymes
by deletion and mutation [16, 94, 97] to alter substrate specificity [93, 104], and improve
kinetic properties [132]. Normally, ribozyme engineering was realized by rational design or
directed evolution. In the case of the C3 ribozyme, its only three conserved nucleotides in the
active center and the simple secondary structure [17] make it an ideal candidate for ribozyme
engineering. Based on its properties, two different kinds of ribozymes for aminoacylation,
symmetrical ribozymes and self-assembling ribozymes, have been successfully developed in
this work.
All devised three symmetrical (like) RNAs -- C1a RNA, C1b RNA and C1c RNA (Figure 36B,
C, D) inherited aminoacyl transfer catalysis from the C1 ribozyme (Figure 36A) [17]. Both
C1b RNA and C1c RNA have additional nucleotides at the 5’-end. This is the basis to the
design of the C3T ribozyme model system, in which there is a 5’-overhanging thymidine
carrying the aminoacyl group in the Phe-p-T6A2 substrate. Among the devised symmetrical
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RNAs, the C1c RNA displayed mirror symmetry. Upon division of the C1c ribozyme at the
active center 5’-U/GU’-3’, two similar motifs C1ca and C1cb are generated (Figure 65). Both
motifs contain three essential nucleotides (3’-U and 5’-GU-3’) for aminoacylation activity,
which indicate that C1ca and C1cb are small aminoacylation ribozymes. Thus, the symmetrical
ribozymes could be treated as combination of two similar, simple sequences into structures of
more complexity with advanced function or bi-function. With the mutation of the C1c
ribozyme into C1 ribozyme taking C1a and C1b as the intermediates, the catalytic activity
greatly increased. Thus, ribozymes can be obtained via small motifs combination and
mutation, which might mimic catalytic nucleic acids evolution- C1ca+C1cb→C1c→C1b→
C1a→C1.

Figure 65 Division of the C1c ribozyme at the active center 5’-U/GU’-3’ and formation of two similar
C1ca and C1cb aminoacyl ribozymes.

The design of self-assembling ribozymes started with a 5nt-ribozyme developed by the Yarus
group, which trans-aminoacylates a 4-nt substrate in the presence of the substrate Phe-AMP
[97, 98]. Extension of the 5-nt and the 4-nt RNAs resulted in a pair CS1RNA/CS2 RNA (See
in Figure 41B) system having two active centers. This ribozyme system probably constitutes
the minimal ribozyme with double catalytic sites. However, activity detection problems for
the short RNAs made this system not suitable for the onward study. The onward design of
CS3 RNA (see Figure 41C), which can form four active centers by self-association in theory,
did not show activity. Apparently, two base pairs are not enough to form a stable stem
structure and provide marginal stability for formation of active centers. However, this CS3
RNA system might have worked in the origin of life, when the temperature was low enough
and environment conditions favorable to stem structures. Finally, a DHC3 ribozyme (see
Figure 41D) system was devised, which self-assembles through six complementary base pairs
and possesses two active centers.
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The DHC3 ribozyme system can form multiple translational products including aminoacyl
RNA, dipeptidyl RNA, tripeptidyl RNA and tetra-peptidyl RNA. In modern biochemistry,
reactions delivering these products are performed by aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and
ribosomes. Thus, the DHC3 RNA system mimics small translational machinery in the early
life. Moreover, these multiple translational products suggest that original RNA enzymes may
have served many parallel reactions, but not today’s highly evolved, highly specific protein
catalysis. With the evolution, RNA enzymes would enforce the specificity for substrates and
products. In addition, the products, RNA-peptide complexes, might be new functional
materials through the combination of RNA and peptides. The emergence of the functional
RNA-peptide complex might be a transition state from the RNA world to the protein world.
The possible evolutional way for RNA-peptide complexes might be: at first RNA can perform
catalysis by itself without peptides; then RNA can act as catalyst with the aid of peptides; next,
RNA and peptide both act as catalyst with mutual cooperation; and finally peptides take over
catalysis of the chemical reaction with (or without) RNA. The evolution of RNase P, a typical
RNA-protein complex, was thought to be an ancient molecule and a good example for this
hypothesis. In bacterial RNase P RNA (M1RNA) has the full activity without RNase P protein,
but in Eukarya, RNase P RNA is active only with the aid of RNase P proteins [133].
During the study, a novel aminoacylation method was created, in which Atto-680-NHS
reagent reacts with the amino group in the aminoacyl-RNA. This assay is very sensitive and
avoids labeling of the RNA with radioactive isotopes. Moreover, this assay can be applied to
any suitable activated fluorescence dye for reaction with amino groups.

4.3 Rational design of an aaRS ribozyme
For the rational design of an aaRS ribozyme, two ribozymes resulting from previous in vitro
selections were chosen: one is the KK13 ribozyme, the only artificial ribozyme for amino acid
activation; and the other is the C3 ribozyme, a simple ribozyme for aminoacyl transfer
catalysis. For the further study, the KK13 ribozyme and the C3 ribozyme were tested for
activities. Therein, the C3 ribozyme showed high activity in different aminoacylation assays.
Activity of the KK13 ribozyme could be detected only in the acidic streptavidin gel shift assay,
with rather low reproducibility.
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In this case, the rationality of the experimental design is rather complex. First, a model system
was devised to prove the feasibility of the design. An aminoacyl-phosphate-oligonucleotide
analogue was used to replace the activated amino acid Phe-AMP that is used as substrate by
the original C3 ribozyme. This kind of oligonucleotide analogue, chemically similar to
aminoacyl-adenylate, has been used before to construct a non-enzymatic RNA minihelix
aminoacylation system [22], in which the oligonucleotide was a 5’-p-TTTTTTAA-3’ DNA
molecule. Due to the feasibility of chemical synthesis, this 5’-p-TTTTTTAA-3’
oligonucleotide was initially used for the formation of an aminoacyl-phosphateoligonucleotide, which then has been applied for several studies [22, 109, 110]. To fit in the
larger substrate aminoacyl-phosphate-TTTTTTAA, C3T RNA was generated, which formed
complementary base pairs with the substrate and placed the aminoacyl group near to the
active center.
Successful synthesis of the aminoacyl-phosphate-oligonucleotide was a key part for the model
system. The substrates (Phe-p-T5A2, Phe-p-T6A2 and Phe-p-T7A2) were synthesized
following a published procedure with slight modifications [17, 92]. But when the
oligonucleotide sequence was changed to the KK6 DNA, KK8 DNA and KK6 RNA
(corresponding to the G-rich 5’-end nucleotides of the KK13 ribozyme), the synthesis failed.
The formation of intermolecular G-quadruplexes for guanine-rich sequences might be the
problem. The recorded CD spectra of these sequences after incubation with 100 mM KCl
confirmed this possibility, which all show clearly a positive peak at 260 nm and a negative
peak at 240 nm, characteristic of parallel strand G-quadruplex conformations. Another
possible reason is that different nucleotides have different solubility in aqueous pyridine,
which is the reaction phase where the condensation reagent DCC is present. UMP is the most
soluble nucleotide in anhydrous pyridine, followed by AMP, and the GMP is even less soluble
[134]. Therefore, G-rich sequences like KK6 DNA, KK8 DNA and KK6 RNA have rather
low solubility in pyridine, and the synthesis is difficult.
The C3T RNA can efficiently transfer the aminoacyl group from the oligonucleotide substrate
to its 3’-terminal hydroxyl group. Therein, the C3T ribozyme system keeps some properties of
the C3 ribozyme, the C3T ribozyme only attaches the L-amino acid to its 3’-terminus and the
aminoacylation site is the 3’-terminal 2’-hydroxyl group. In addition, the C3T ribozyme
possesses specific properties. It accepts the large oligonucleotide substrate for aminoacylation,
which the original C3 ribozyme can’t do. The distance between the aminoacyl group of the
substrate and the 3’-terminal hydroxyl group of the C3T ribozyme is crucial for catalysis.
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When the distance is smaller, the catalytic activity is higher. Further, the aminoacylation yield
for C3T catalysis in the presence of Phe-p-TTTTTTAA was about 90%, presenting an
efficient catalytic system.
The model system confirmed the feasibility of the rationally designed aaRS ribozyme. In this
aaRS ribozyme system, a C3a ribozyme was developed via derivation from the C3T ribozyme
by 5’-sequence adaptation. The C3a ribozyme keeps the 3’-end sequence and the 3-nt
catalytic center of the C3 ribozyme. The only difference between the C3a ribozyme and the
C3T ribozyme is the 5’-end recognition sequence: The C3a ribozyme forms base pairs with
5’-GGGACG-3’ and the C3T ribozyme forms base pairs with 5’-TTTTTTAA-3’ (see Figure
63). Activity tests for the combination of KK13 ribozyme and C3a ribozyme demonstrated
that the KK13 ribozyme and the C3a ribozyme can mutually cooperate and carry out the two
step aminoacylation reaction, including activation of phenylalanine by the KK13 ribozyme
and aminoacyl transfer by the C3a ribozyme.
Comparison of the rationally designed aaRS ribozyme system with the aaRS protein enzyme
leads to the following conclusions: (1) Like aaRS protein enzyme with two activities, the
aaRS ribozyme system first uses the activity of the KK13 ribozyme to activate the amino acid
forming an aminoacyl phosphate oligonucleotide. Then the C3a ribozyme comes into play to
recognize the aminoacyl KK13 RNA aminoacyl carrier and to transfer the aminoacyl group
onto itself; (2) The aaRS ribozyme system only accepts the L-amino acid for transfer onto the
3’ end of RNA, analogous to aaRS protein enzymes; (3) The aminoacylation site is the
3’-terminal 2’-hydroxyl group of RNA, as known for the class I aaRS protein enzymes; (4)
The aaRS ribozyme system might constitute twenty variants different in the substrate
recognition domain, each specific for one amino acid, as today twenty aaRS protein enzymes
exist. Thus, the aaRS ribozyme system possesses the essential features of aaRS protein
enzymes.

4.4 Semi-rational in vitro selection strategy for an aaRS ribozyme
Due to the different reaction conditions required by the KK13 ribozyme and the C3 ribozyme,
the amino acid activation step was carried out at low pH (pH 4), while the aminoacyl transfer
step using the condensed aminoacyl phosphate KK13RNA was carried out at pH 6.4. To
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achieve sequential reactions for aminoacylation by only one ribozyme, in analogy to aaRS
protein enzymes, a catalytic RNA including two functional domains would be required.
Therein, amino acid activation via the RNA-5’-triphosphate would be catalyzed by the amino
acid activation domain; followed by transfer of the amino acid from the 5’-end of the RNA to
the 3’end hydroxyl group catalyzed by the C3 ribozyme like domain.
An original aaRS ribozyme was successfully constructed through combination of the KK13
ribozyme and the C3a ribozyme. In this reaction system, two ribozymes carry out the two
steps of aminoacylation separately: the KK13 ribozyme takes over amino acid activation and
the C3a ribozyme mediates the aminoacyl transfer reaction. However, the aminoacylation
efficiency was relatively low, very likely due to low activity of KK13 ribozyme and an
unstable reaction product. Furthermore, the two reaction steps had to be done one by one as a
result of distinct reaction conditions. According to the RNA world hypothesis, there might be
an aaRS ribozyme which can simultaneously execute the two step aminoacylation reaction.
For this purpose, a novel ribozyme selection strategy might be helpful to ribozyme discovery.
Semi-rational, also referred as smart library design, has been a popular approach of proteins
directed evolution. Comparing with the traditional directed evolution, a semi-rational design
library has smaller library sizes with higher functional content [11]. This approach has also
been applied to the selection of ribozymes, such as for example a bifunctional ribozyme for
aminoacylation [15] developed by the Suga group. Therein, the library consisted of two
domains, one has 70 random nucleotides to recognize the amino acid and self-aminoacylate
its own 5’-hydroxyl group, and the other is an ATRib ribozyme to transfer the aminoacyl
group to the 3’-end of a tRNA substrate (see Figure 18). This bifunctional ribozyme system
executes functionality in the presence of an activated amino acid. Based on a semi-rational
strategy, in future we may try to develop an original aaRS ribozyme system. Comparison of
these two systems, the bifunctional aminoacylating ribozyme developed by Suga and our
ribozyme, the biggest advantage of our aminoacylating system is that it can cope with naked
amino acids, which is more convincing in terms of RNA world scenarios.
Here, we suggest a semi-rational design strategy to invent original aaRS ribozymes. So far,
the KK13 ribozyme is the only known catalytic RNA performing amino acid activation.
Therefore, embedding part of its sequence in the library may be a favorable strategy towards
the desired selection goal. Figure 66A shows the secondary structure of the KK13 RNA, in
which characters in green are the 5’-primer fixed sequence, characters in dark are the
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3’-primer fixed sequence and characters in orange are the random sequences. Considering the
KK13 ribozyme sequence, the semi-rational library design for selection of an aaRS ribozyme
is displayed in Figure 66C, the only difference is the 3’-primer fixed sequence which
corresponds to the C3a ribozyme. The library is devised into two domains, including a
random sequence to catalyze amino acid activation and a C3a ribozyme domain to transfer the
aminoacyl group from the 5’-end to its 3’-end hydroxyl group. The possible reaction
mechanism is the 5’-triphosphat of the RNA transcript is used for formation of
aminoacyl-phosphate-RNA catalyzed by the random sequence, followed by C3a domain
catalyzed transfer of the aminoacyl group from the 5’-terminus to the 3’-terminal hydroxyl
group. Due to the grafted C3a domain, the chances of the selection strategy to discover a
ribozyme activating amino acid are increased.

Figure 66 Suggested semi-rational approach for in vitro selection of an aaRS ribozyme. (A) The
secondary structure of the KK13 ribozyme. Characters in green denote 5’-primer fixed sequence,
characters in black denote 3’-primer fixed sequence, characters in orange denote randomized regions
of sequences obtained from selection. (B) The secondary structure of the C3 ribozyme. (C) Design of
the library for aaRS ribozyme selections. Characters in green denote 5’-primer fixed sequences,
characters in black denote part of the C3 ribozyme, and N80 in orange indicate 80 randomized
nucleotides.
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Concerning the substrate, biotin-Phe is a good choice, because of the easy and efficient
biotin-streptavidin affinity selection procedure. However, compared to phenylalanine, biotin
is a more bulky group, which might hinder the amino acid recognition during selection.
Cysteine may be a more suitable substrate because for recovery of active species. Cysteine
can be captured by the thiopropyl group of Sepharose 6B without any modification. Several
aspects should be considered before selection: (i) If the secondary structure of the RNA
library is as predicted, the correct secondary structure makes sure that the C3a domain
functions properly. (ii) To fulfill the sequential steps of catalysis, the 3’-end U and the
5’-triphosphate are required. In summary, this novel selection strategy might be a more
promising route towards an aaRS ribozyme.
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5 Summary
Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRS) are at the heart of modern translation, catalyzing the
accurate biosynthesis of aminoacyl-tRNAs. According to the RNA world hypothesis,
aminoacylation might be the critical step in the transition from the RNA world to modern
biological systems. Up to now, several self-aminoacylation ribozymes have been discovered.
However, all so far known aminoacyl ribozymes require pre-activated amino acids for
aminoacylation, which is the striking difference between the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and
the obtained aminoacyl ribozymes. In this project, it was tried to develop aminoacyl
ribozymes as aaRS that combine both activities: amino acid activation and aminoacylation.
For this purpose, two parallel strategies were used. We initially attempted to select this kind of
ribozyme from a random RNA library, which activates the amino acid phenylalanine by
forming a mixed anhydride between the RNA-5’-phosphate and the amino acid carboxyl
group, followed by transfer of the aminoacyl group to its 3’-terminus. Unfortunately, this in
vitro selection strategy failed. Alternatively, we started a rational design approach, using the
previously developed KK13 ribozyme that transfers a non-activated amino acid to its 5'-end,
and a second C3 ribozyme that transfers an amino acid from aminoacyl-AMP to its 3'-end. By
combination of both ribozymes and structural adaptation we succeeded in RNA catalyzed
aminoacylation with non-activated phenylalanine as substrate. Furthermore, two types of
diversified ribozymes for aminoacylation, symmetrical ribozymes and self-assembling
ribozymes, were developed based on the C3 ribozyme. Its small active center with only three
conserved nucleotides, and a simple secondary structure make it to be an ideal candidate for
ribozyme engineering. The most important results can be summarized as follows.
All RNAs used in this project were either generated by solid phase chemical synthesis or
by T7 RNA polymerase in vitro transcription. These RNAs were purified by denaturing
PAGE or HPLC.
An in vitro selection strategy for evolution of aminoacylation ribozymes was designed
and 15 rounds of selection were performed. Important parameters and conditions for in
vitro evolution were evaluated, including the construction of the randomized RNA pool,
amplification and reverse transcription, the use of magnetic streptavidin beads for
recovery of active species and detection of the catalytic activity of selected RNA
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sequences.
Diversified ribozymes, symmetrical ribozymes and self-assembling ribozymes, were
successfully developed by rational design based on the C3 ribozyme. All designed
symmetrical RNAs were capable of mediating aminoacyl transfer in the presence of
Phe-AMP. Additional nucleotides at the 5’-terminus of the ribozymes inhibited catalysis.
Self-assembling ribozymes were shown to perform the aminoacylation reaction and to
generate multiple translational products.
In order to study and characterize the aminoacylation ribozymes, several aminoacylation
assays were tested, including acidic gel electrophoresis, streptavidin gel shift assay,
nuclease P1/HPLC method, MALDI mass detection. A novel aminoacylation assay was
developed based on labeling of aminoacylated RNAs by Atto-NHS-ester, which is a very
sensitive method and avoids radioactive isotope labeling.
The catalytic activities of the KK13 ribozyme and the C3 ribozyme were confirmed by
reaction analysis using different aminoacylation assays.
Aminoacyl adenylate substrate analogues (Phe-p-T5A2, Phe-p-T6A2 and Phe-p-T7A2)
were successfully synthesized and used for aminoacylation reactions. The identity of
purified Phe-p-T6A2 was confirmed by MALDI mass spectrometry.
An aaRS ribozyme model system was designed, in which the C3T ribozyme recognized
the substrate L-Phe-p-T6A2 by complementary base pairing and transferred the
aminoacyl group to its 3’-terminus. Properties of the C3T ribozyme system are: (1) The
C3T ribozyme requires specific amino acid chirality and only accepts L-Phe-p-T6A2 for
aminoacyl transfer. (2) The aminoacylation site is the 2’-hydroxyl group of the
3’-terminus of C3T RNA. (3) The distance between the aminoacyl group of the
oligonucleotide substrate and the 3’-hydroxyl group of C3T RNA is crucial for the
catalytic activity. When the distance is smaller, the activity is higher. (4) The
aminoacylation yield is about 90% when the C3T ribozyme is incubated with
L-Phe-p-T6A2. In addition, C3T catalysis is much more efficient than spontaneous
non-enzymatic aminoacylation.
An aaRS ribozyme system, consisting of the KK13 ribozyme and the C3a ribozyme was
successfully designed and tested. Activity of the aaRS ribozyme system was confirmed in
the Atto-680-NHS labeling assay. This aaRS ribozyme system first uses the
5’-triphosphate of the KK13 ribozyme to react with non-activated phenylalanine forming
aminoacyl-phosphate-KK13RNA, Then, the C3a ribozyme recognizes the aminoacylated
KK13 RNA and transfers the aminoacyl group from the substrate to its own 3’-hydroxyl
group.
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All the experiments mentioned above once more provide evidence that ribozyme engineering
based on rational design is a feasible approach to develop novel ribozymes. Diversified
ribozymes for aminoacylation may have had great meaning in early life: (1) Symmetrical
ribozymes can easily form by doubling of existing simple structural elements to species of
higher complexity. (2) Self-assembling ribozymes would develop complex structures with
higher functionality. In addition, multiple translational products make it to be an early
translational machine with activity like the ribosome, and such RNA-peptide complexes could
gain additional function from the attaching peptides. For the C3T RNA model system, the
C3T ribozyme

accepts

the

aminoacyl-phosphate-oligonucleotide

as

substrates

for

aminoacylation, which is the basis for combination of two ribozymes through complementary
sequence recognition. Generation of an even more sophisticated aaRS ribozyme system may
fill up the gap between the RNA world and the modern biological world.
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6.1 Materials
Chemicals and reagents were obtained from commercial suppliers (Merck, Aldrich, Sigma,
Fluka, VWR, Roth and Roche) and used without further purification. The water was filtered
by Millipore and autoclaved. All buffers and solutions were used before filtered through
0.45micron filter. Pipette tips and tubes were nuclease free and autoclaved.

6.1.1 Chemical materials and reagents
Ribolock TM RNase inhibitor (40U/µl)

Fermentas

40% Acrylamid/Bisacrylamid- gel solution (19:1)

Roth

Atto 680 (N-Hydroxysuccinimidester)

ATTO-Tech GmbH

Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)

emp biotech GmbH

SephadexG25

Pharmacia

SephadexG10

Pharmacia

dNTP-set(each 100mM)

Fermentas

rNTP-set (each 100mM)

Fermentas

CDP-star

Roche Diagnostics

Ethidium Bromide

Roth

Slim fast Schokoladen-geschmack

Allpharm

Nylon membrane

Roth

Dowex NH4+ form

Serva Feinbiochemica

Dowex H+ form

Serva Feinbiochemica

Streptavidin

Sigma

AMP(free acid)

Sigma

L-Phenylalanine

Merck

D-Phenylalanine

Merck

DCC

Fluka
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Pipes

Roth

DNA (templates, primers)

Biomers

Gene Ruler ® 100 bp-DNA-Ladder

Fermentas

GeneRulerTM Ultra Low Range DNA Ladder

Fermentas

RiboRuler TM RNA-Ladder, Low Range

Fermentas

Sep-Pak Vac (50mg) C18

Waters

MagPrep® Streptavidin beads

Novagen

EPPS

aMRescoR

6.1.2 Enzymes
Taq DNA-Polymerase

New England Biolabs, Fermentas

T7-RNA-Polymerase

Fermentas

Vent DNA-Polymerase

New England Biolabs

DNase I (RNase free)

Fermentas

Nuclease P1

Sigma

Alkaline Phosphatase, Calf Intestinal (CIP)

New England Biolabs

Streptavidin alkaline phosphatase

Promega

Superscript III reverse transcriptase

Invitrogen

6.1.3 Buffers and solutions
1× TAE

40 mM Tris acetate
1 mM EDTA pH 8.5

1× TBE

0.1 M Tris/HCl
85 mM Boric Acid,
1 mM EDTA pH 8.3

5 x HEPES buffer

400 mM Hepes.Na,
60 mM MgCl2,
10 mM spermidine,
200 mM DTT pH 7.0

TEEAC-buffer

0.05 M Triethylammoniumacetat, pH 7.0
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Blocking buffer
( streptavidin beads)

100 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.4
1 mM EDTA,
2 M NaCl,
5% (w/v) Slim fast (Schokoladen Geschmack)

Binding buffer
(streptavidin beads)

100 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.4
1 mM EDTA,
2 M NaCl

Washing buffer
(streptavidin beads)

100 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.4
1 mM EDTA,
2 M NaCl

7 M urea buffer
(streptavidin beads)

7 M urea
100 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.4
1 mM EDTA,
2 M NaCl

Biotin elution buffer

25 mM EPPS pH 7.0
10 mM biotin

Blocking buffer (Dot Blot)

130 mM NaCl,
12 mM Na2HPO4.
3 mM KCl,
2 mM KH2PO4,
0,5% SDS,
1 g/l Slim fast

Washing buffer (Dot Blot)

130 mM NaCl,
12 mM Na2HPO4.
3 mM KCl,
2 mM KH2PO4,
0,5% SDS,

Assay buffer (Dot Blot)

0.1M Tris/HCl pH 9.5
0.1 M NaCl

phenol-chloroform
extraction solution

phenol in 1 × TE
chloroform/ isoamyl alcohol (24:1),
chloroform

Carbonate buffer

0.2 M Na2CO3, pH 8.5 coordinate with HCl

Elution buffer

0.3 M NaOAc
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Denaturing PAGE gel solution

Acrylamid//Bisacrylamid 19:1 (Roth).
1 × TBE,
7 M urea

Li-COR- denaturing PAGE
gel solution

Acrylamid/Bisacrylamid 19:1 (Roth)
Fluorescence free,
0.6 × TBE,
7 M urea

Native gel solution

Acrylamid/Bisacrylamid 19:1 (Roth)
1× TBE

Acidic denaturing PAGE
gel solution

Acrylamid//Bisacrylamid 19:1 (Roth),
0.1 M NaOAC (pH 4.5)
6 M urea

Acidic Li-COR denaturing
PAGE gel solution

Acrylamid/Bisacrylamid 19:1 (Roth) Fluorescence free
0.1 M NaOAC
6 M urea pH 5.0

Gel loading buffer Native
PAGE for 10 ml

5 ml 1 × TBE,
5 ml glycerin,
5 mg XC BPB: bromophenol blue
5 mg XC: xylene cyanol FF

Gel loading buffer Denature
PAGE for 10 ml

9.8 ml formamide,
0.2 ml 0.5 M EDTA (1.861 g EDTA-2Na in 10 ml H2O),
(5 mg BPB and 5 mg XC)

15% acrylamid/bisacrylamid
(19:1) in 0.6× TBE(7M urea)

250 ml 40% Rotiphorese Gelloesung
(fluorescein frei),
280.3 g urea,
40 ml 10 × TBE,
until 670 ml 0.45 um filter

Sample loading solution

0.1 M sodium acetate pH 4.5,
6 M Urea,
0.05% bromophenol blue,
0.05% xylene cyanol FF.

The acidic PAGE
electrophoresis buffer

0.1 M sodium acetate pH 5.0.
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6.2 Equipments and software
6.2.1 Equipments
Centrifuge

Centrifuge 5804 R and 5804, Eppendorf

DNA synthesizer

Gene Assembler Special, Pharmacia

Gel electrophoresis

Electrophoresis Power Supply, EPS 3500
LICOR 4200L, LI-COR Biosciences
LICOR 4300, LI-COR Biosciences

HPLC

1) LaChrom, Merck
Pump: L-7100, Merck
UV-detector: L-7420, Merck
2) Äkta Purifier, Amersham Biosciences
Pump: P-900, Amersham Biosciences
UV-detector: UV-900, Amersham Biosciences
Fluorescence-detector: SHIMAZU RF-535

Lyophilisator

Speed Vac SC 110, Savant
UNIVAPO 100H

Mass spectrometer

microflex MALDI-TOF MS, Bruker Daltonics

pH-meter

Knick

ThermoShaker

Eppendorf

UV-VIS camera system

VILBER LOURMAT

Jasco J-810 Spectropolarimeter

Jasco

UV-VIS spectrometer

NanoDrop ND-1000 Spectrometer

UV-Lamp

SVL

PCR

Mastercycler Gradient, Eppendorf

Pipettes

Eppendorf
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6.2.2 Software
Oligo Analyzer 3.0 (www.idtdna.com)
Image J
Gene Image ER 4.05
ChemBio Draw 12.0

6.3 Methods
6.3.1 Electrophoresis
Agarose gel electrophoresis
For preparation of a 2% agarose gel, 4.2 g of agarose and 210 ml of 1× TAE buffer were
added into a flask. The solution was heated in a microwave until agarose was completely
dissolved. Then 10µl of ethidium bromide was added into the gel solution which has been
cooled by water. Finally the gel solution was poured into gel tray and set at room temperature
for 20 minutes. Polymerized gel was placed in electrophoresis chamber and covered with 1×
TAE. DNA samples were mixed with 6 × gel loading buffer and loaded into the well. The
electrophoresis was carried out in 1× TAE buffer and run at 120V.

Native nucleic acid PAGE
At first a gel casting apparatus (gel size: 100 × 80 × 1.5 mm) was assembled, followed by
preparation of gel solution. For preparation of a 10% native PAGE (20 ml), 10 µl TEMED and
100 µl 10% APS (ammonium persulfate) was added into 20 ml PAA gel solution (10 ml 1 ×
TBE and 10 ml 20% native gel solution) and mixed thoroughly. The gel solution was poured
between the gel plates and the comb was inserted, followed by polymerization for
approximately 30 minutes at room temperature. The electrophoresis was carried out in 1×
TBE buffer and prerun at 80 V for 30 minutes. Then 2 × native loading buffer mixed samples
were loaded into the well. The electrophoresis was run at 80V for about 20 minutes until the
sample ran into the gel. Then the running voltage was increased to 100 V.
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Denaturing nucleic acid PAGE
First a gel casting apparatus (gel size: 100 × 80 × 1.5 mm) was assembled. To prepare a 10%
denaturing PAGE (20 ml), 10 µl TEMED and 100 µl 10% APS was added into 20 ml
denaturing PAA gel solution (10 ml 7 M Urea in 1× TBE and 10 ml 20% denaturing gel
solution) and mixed thoroughly. The gel solution was poured between the gel plates and the
comb was inserted, followed by polymerization for approximately 30 minutes at room
temperature. The electrophoresis was carried out in 1× TBE buffer and prerun at 80 V for 30
minutes. Samples were mixed with 2 × denaturing loading buffer and heated at 90 °C for 3
minutes, followed by cooling immediately on ice. The prepared samples were loaded into the
well. The electrophoresis was run at 80V for about 20 minutes to make the sample run into the
gel. Then the running voltage was increased to 100 V.

Denaturing acidic gel electrophoresis
To get a 10% acidic gel solution (50 ml), 25 ml 20% denaturing acidic gel solution (pH 5.0)
was diluted with 25 ml 6M Urea in 0.1 M (pH 5.0). 50 ml acidic gel solution was polymerized
by adding 200 µl TEMED and 1 ml 10% APS for approximately 2 hours at room temperature.
The electrophoresis was carried out in 0.1 M NaOAc (pH 5.0) and prerun at 150 V for 30
minutes in cold room. Samples were mixed with one volume of sample buffer and loaded into
the well. The electrophoresis was carried out in the cold room at 300 V for 12-16 hours until
the bromophenol blue dye reaches the bottom of the gel.

6.3.2 PCR amplification
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a scientific technique in molecular biology to amplify
a single or a few copies of a piece of DNA across several orders of magnitude, generating
thousands to millions of copies of a particular DNA sequence. A basic PCR system consists of
several components which include DNA template, two primers, dNTPs, Taq polymerase
buffer, Taq polymerase and magnesium ions. And a typical PCR procedure includes
initialization step, denaturation step, annealing step, extension/elongation step and final
extension step.
All PCR reactions in this project were carried out in a reaction volume of 50 µl in 0.2 ml
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volumes in a thermal cycler. Reaction volumes were enlarged by increasing the reaction tubes.
PCR amplification was applied to construction of DNA library, double stranded KK13 DNA
and HP DNA. All the detailed PCR conditions (Table 8) and PCR programs (Table 9) were
shown in the following.
Table 8 PCR conditions
DNA library
DNA template
Primers

KK13 DNA

HP DNA

N70

0.125 nM

K13 L

0.125 nM

N72

0.125 nM

K13 D

0.125 nM

PM1

1 µM

PM3

1 µM

PM5

1 µM

PM2

1 µM

PM4

1 µM

PM6

1 µM

10X Taq Buffer

cDNA

5 µl

1 X Taq Buffer

1 X Taq Buffer

1 X Taq Buffer

3 mM

3 mM

3 mM

0.2 mM

0.2 mM

0.2 mM

5 U/µl Taq polymerase

0.025 U/µl

0.025 U/µl

0.025 U/µl

1 U/µl Vent polymerase

0.01 U/µl

0.01 U/µl

0.01 U/µl

Until 50µl

Until 50 µl

Until 50 µl

6 ml

200 µl

200 µl

25 mM MgCl2
5 mM dNTPs

H2O
Total Volume
Table 9 PCR programs

DNA library

KK13 DNA

HP DNA

Initial denaturing

94 °C

2 min

94 °C

2 min

94 °C

2 min

Denaturing

94 °C

1 min

94 °C

1 min

94 °C

1 min

Annealing

62 °C

1 min

56°C

1 min

55 °C

1 min

Elongation

72 °C

2 min

72 °C

1.5 min

72 °C

1 min

Final Extension

72 °C

5 min

72 °C

5 min

72 °C

5 min

Number of cycles

10 cycles

20 cycles

20 cycles

6.3.3 Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
RT-PCR is based on the process of reverse transcription, which reverse transcribes RNA into
cDNA and was initially from retroviruses. There are two protocols for performing RT-PCR:
One-Step RT-PCR and Two-Step RT-PCR. Here, Two-Step RT-PCR was used, which include
a first strand cDNA synthesis step and a PCR reaction step. In this project, Superscript TM III
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Reverse Transcriptase kit was used to perform RT-PCR and the experiment procedures
followed the protocol from Invitrogen with small modification.

First strand cDNA synthesis
For synthesis of first strand cDNA, 20-µl reaction volume can be used for 10pg - 500ng of
mRNA. At first, a 13 µl reaction mixture was made, which includes RNA, 2 pmol of RNA
specific primer and water. This reaction mixture was heated to 65 °C for 5 minutes and was
placed on ice for 5 minutes. After that 4 µl 5 × First-Strand buffer, 1 µl 0.1 M DTT, 2 µl 5
mM dNTP, 1 µl RNase OUT and 1 µl of Superscript III Reverse transcriptase (200 units/µl)
were added into reaction mixture and incubated at 55 °C for 1hour. At last the reaction was
inactivated by heating at 70 °C for 15 minutes.
Note: When streptavidin beads bound with RNA were applied for RT-PCR，at most 2 µl
streptavidin beads can be used in 20-µl reaction. Too much streptavidin beads in RT-PCR
reaction would inhibit the reverse transcription.

PCR reaction
For the second step of RT-PCR, 20-µl cDNA reaction was used for 200-µl PCR amplification
reaction. The PCR reaction procedure can be followed by the normal PCR amplification
protocol.

6.3.4 RNA synthesis
Enzymatic synthesis: T7 polymerase in vitro transcription
Transcription reactions were carried out with 0.25 µl of T7 RNA polymerase in the presence
of 1 mM each NTP, 1 µg of DNA template, 2 mM spermidine, 12 mM MgCl2, 40 mM DTT
and 80 mM Hepes (pH 7.5) in a total 200 µl reaction at 37 °C for 3 hours. Then 1 µl DNase I
was added to digest DNA templates. After 1 hour incubation, the reaction mixture was
extracted twice with phenol and once with chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (24:1), followed by
precipitation with 0.1 volume of 3M NaOAc (pH 5.2) and 3.0 volumes of ethanol. RNA was
purified through a 10% denaturing polyacrylamide gel.
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Solid phase chemical synthesis of RNA
The synthesis of the RNAs was performed by a DNA-synthesizer (Gene Assembler Special,
Pharmacia) using phosphoramidite building blocks and CPG-support. The modified
phosphoramidites were incorporated into the sequences at the desired positions. The syntheses
were carried out in 1 nmol scale following the standard phosphoramidite procedure. The
unmodified phosphoramidites were used in 0.1 M solution in dry MeCN containing less than
0.001% water. With this concentration, the phosphoramidite will have ten equivalents excess
compared to the 5´-OH of the growing chain. The modified building blocks were applied in
0.1-0.15 M solution in MeCN. A 0.3 M solution of 5-benzylmercaptotetrazole (BMT) in dry
MeCN was used as the activator. All syntheses were carried out using the "trityl-off" mode.
The system was kept under argon during the whole procedure.

Deprotection of chemical synthesized oligonucleotide
The column containing the CPG-support with synthesized oligonucleotide was placed in a
vial, followed by centrifuge to remove acetonitrile. The dry CPG-support was divided into
two 1.5 ml vials. 750 µl 30% NH3 and 750µl ethanolic methylamine were added to each vial
(sealed). The mixtures were incubated at 65 °C for 1 hour with shaking. When the solution
was cooled down to room temperature, the supernatant was transferred into two new 2.0 ml
vials. Then the CPG support was washed with 150 µl ethanol/water 1:1 (v/v) three times. The
solutions and the washing fractions were collected, frozen in liquid nitrogen and lyophilized
in speed vac to dryness. The residue in each vial was dissolved in 800 µl mixture of 1:3 of
DMF/Et3N. 3HF and incubated at 55 °C for 1.5 hours. After incubation, the solutions in the
vials were cooled down and added 200 µl H2O to stop the reaction. The mixture was
transferred into 50 ml falcon and added 20 ml butanol. The mixed mixture was kept at -20 °C
overnight. The solution was centrifuged for 1hour at 6000 rpm. After that the supernatant was
decanted and the pellet was dried in speed vac. The following purification step was performed
with HPLC or denaturing PAGE.

Removal of 5’-Trityl (DMT) from DMT-on oligonucleotide
The dried, deprotected oligonucleotide was dissolved in 1 ml 80% acetic acid and incubated at
room temperature for 1 hour with shaking. The solution was added 1 ml H2O followed by
dryness using speed vac. A gel filtration or reverse-phase desalting procedure can be used to
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remove the free DMT from the oligonucleotide solution.

Oligonucleotide purification from PAGE
RNA was purified through a 10% denaturing gel. RNA was visualized by UV shadowing and
the interest band was excised from the gel with a razor blade. The gel slice was crushed and
soaked in sufficient 0.3 M NaOAc (pH 5.2), and this slurry was incubated with shaking for
2-4 hours. The slurry was then centrifuged and the supernatant was collected. After filtering
the supernatant with 0.45 um filter, RNA was recovered by ethanol precipitation and pellet
was dissolved in water.

6.3.5 Oligonucleotide desalting
C18 Sep-Pak cartridges
25 nmol oligonucleotides were dissolved in 600 µl 0.1 M TEAAC buffer (pH 7.5) and loaded
onto a Sep-Pak C18 column (waters WAT020515), which had been washed with 2 ml
acetonitrile and then 5 ml H2O. The adsorbed oligonucleotide was washed with 6 ml H2O, and
then eluted by 2 ml acetonitrile. The collected liquid was dried by speed vac.

Ion-exchange beads
For preparation of small amount of desalted oligonucleotides, Dowex NH4+ form or Dowex
H+ form was suspended in 10 µl H2O, 5µl suspensions were transferred onto the parafilm and
water was removed. Then 5µl RNA (about 100 pmol/µl) solution was mixed with Dowex resin
and incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes. The liquid was collected and dried by
speed vac.
For preparation of large amount of desalted oligonucleotides, Dowex NH4+ form or Dowex
H+ form was packed into a small column. The packed column was first washed by 200 µl
water. Then 200 µl RNA (about 100 pmol/µl) solution was loaded onto the Dowex column
and the elution was collected. Then 200 µl water was loaded onto column and collected again.
All collected liquids were dried by speed vac.
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6.3.6 Chemical synthesis and purification of aminoacyl adenylate and
aminoacyl phosphate oligonucleotides
Chemical synthesis and purification of Phe-AMP
For chemical synthesis of Phe-AMP, 15µmol of phenylalanine and 15 µmol of 5'-AMP (free
acid) were dissolved in 7 µl of H2O. To this solution, 79 µl of pyridine and 19 µl of 0.8 N HCI
were added at 0°C, then 0.38 mmol of DCC (dicyclohexylcarbodiimide) in 86 µl of pyridine
were added with stirring over ice for 3.5 hours. Two volumes of acetone at -20 °C were used
to precipitate the solids, which were collected by centrifugation. The pellet was rinsed first
with acetone and ethanol (60:40) and then ether; it was then dissolved in 450 µ1 of 50 mM
KH2PO4 at 0 °C and adsorbed to a Sep-Pak C18 column (Waters 020515), that had been
washed with acetonitrile and then H2O. The adsorbed adenylate was washed with 8 ml of
water, then 1 ml 10% acetonitrile. The adenylate was eluted in 1 ml of absolute acetonitrile.
The collected liquid was frozen by liquid nitrogen and dried by speed vac. The purified
Phe-AMP was stored dry at -20 °C until use.

Chemical synthesis and purification of Phe-p-T6A2
For chemical synthesis of Phe-p-T6A2, the p-T6A2 DNA was first desalted by Sep-Pak C18
cartridge or Dowex H+ ion exchange resin. The desalted 25 nmol p-T6A2 DNA (free acid)
and 250 nmol phenylalanine were dissolved in 2.4 µl H2O. To this solution, 7.9 µl of pyridine
and 0.2 µl of 8 N HCl were added at 0 °C, then 0.038 mmol of DCC in 8.6 µl of pyridine was
added with stirring over ice for 6 hours. Then 120 µl acetone was used to precipitate the solid,
which was collected by centrifugation. The pellet was dissolved in 800 µl of KH2PO4 (50 mM
pH 4.5) at 0 °C, and adsorbed to a Sep-Pak C18 column (Waters WAT020515), that had been
washed with acetonitrile and then H2O. The adsorbed Phe-p-T6A2 was washed with 10 ml
H2O, and was eluted in 2 ml acetonitrile. The collected liquid was frozen by liquid nitrogen
and dried using speed vac. The purified Phe-p-T6A2 was stored dry at -20 °C until use. This
protocol also can be applied for chemical synthesis of Phe-p-T5A2 and Phe-p-T7A2.

6.3.7 MALDI MS
For Preparation of MALDI matrix, 30-40 mg 3-hydroxypicolinic acid (3-HPA) was dissolved
in CH3CN/H2O (1:1) to make a saturated solution. This solution was then desalted by
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cation-exchange beads (Dowex NH4+ form).
Preparation of RNA samples: About 50-200 pmol/µl of the desalted RNA samples were
dissolved in 1 µl water and 1 µl matrix solution. 1µl mixture was loaded on MALDI target
and dried in open air. The samples were measured using LN-oligos program. Good signals
can normally be found around the edge of the crystals.
Preparation of Phe-p-T6A2: 2 nmol purified Phe-p-T6A2 was dissolved in 2 µl CH3CN and 2
µl MALDI matrix.

0.5 µl sample was loaded onto MALDI target plate and dried in open air.

The samples were measured using LN-Pep Mix Program.
Preparation of aminoacylated DHC3 RNA: After aminoacylation reaction, DHC3 reaction
mixture was precipitates twice with 0.1 volume 4.4 M NH4OAc (pH 5.0) and 3.0 volumes
ethanol. The collected pellet was dissolved in 2 µl water and 2 µl MALDI matrix. 1 µl sample
was loaded onto MALDI target plate and dried in open air. The samples were measured using
LN-Pep Mix Program.

6.3.8 MagPrep streptavidin beads
MagPrep™ Streptavidin Beads are encapsulated super paramagnetic polystyrol particles
coated with streptavidin. The high magnetite content of the beads contributes to the rapid
clearing rate when the beads are placed in a magnetic field. The streptavidin beads have
strong affinity to biotin. Therefore, MagPrepTM streptavidin beads were used to capture the
biotinylated RNA. The detailed procedures were described in the following.
1) 5 µl of MagPrepTM Streptavidin beads was transferred into a 1.5 ml tube. The tube was
placed in magnetic tube rack (Magnetight

TM

Separation Stand) for about 1 minute until

particles were clear. The aqueous supernatant was removed.
2) The beads were suspended in 100 µl blocking buffer. Then the tube was placed in
magnetic tube rack until particles were clear. The aqueous supernatant was removed. This
procedure was repeated for three times.
3) The beads were incubated with 100 µl blocking buffer at 37 °C for 1 hour. After
incubation, the aqueous supernatant was removed.
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4) 200 pmol of biotinylated RNA was dissolved in 100 µl binding buffer. And the RNA
solution was mixed with pre-blocked beads for 1 hour at room temperature with a gentle
agitation.
5) The beads were then washed by 200 µl washing buffer for 10 times, then washed by 200
µl H2O for 10 times, followed by 7 M Urea buffer washing for 30times, and at last
washed by 200 µl H2O for 15 times.
6) The beads bound with biotin-RNA can be used for reverse transcription. Or biotinylated
RNA can be eluted from beads using biotin-elution buffer (25 mM EPPS, 10 mM biotin
pH 7.0). The beads were suspended in 20 µl biotin elution buffer and the solution was
heated at 95 °C for 10 minutes. Then the tube containing beads was set in magnetic tube
rack and the supernatant was collected.

After that, 20µl water was used to wash to

beads and supernatant was also collected. All the supernatants were precipitated with 0.1
volume 3 M NaOAC (pH 5.2) and 3 volumes ethanol.

6.3.9 In vitro selection
Selection reaction
Selection reactions were carried out in 50 mM EPPS buffer (pH 7.5), 100 mM KCl, 50 mM
MgCl2, 10 mM CaCl2 and 5 mM biotin-Phenylalanine. In the initial selection, 4 µM RNA pool
was placed in EPPS buffer and KCl and was denatured at 95 °C for 5 minutes, and then
slowly cooled to room temperature for 10 minutes. MgCl2 and CaCl2 were added and let
RNAs refold for 10 min. Reactions was initiated by adding biotin-RNA and incubated at room
temperature for 24 hours.

Selection procedure
Reactions solution was filtered by sephadex G-50 column to get rid of most of free
biotin-phenylalanine and the salts. The RNA elution was collected and dried by speed vac.
MagPrepTM streptavidin beads were used to separate the biotin-phe-O-RNA from non-active
RNA. Collected RNAs from reactions were dissolved in 750 µl binding buffer and incubated
with 150 µl streptavidin beads for 1 hour at room temperature with a gentle agitation. Before
this, 150 µl streptavidin beads had been washed by washing buffer and blocked by blocking
buffer. After 1 hour incubation, the streptavidin beads was extensively washed with 750 µl
washing buffer for 10 times, 750 µl H2O for 10 times, 750µl 7 M urea buffer 30 times and
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750 µl H2O 15 times. Bound RNAs were eluted using 300 µl biotin elution buffer and were
precipitated with 0.1 volume 3 M NaOAC (pH 5.2) and 3 volume ethanol. The eluted RNA
was converted to cDNA by reverse transcription. cDNAs were amplified by PCR
amplification and transcribed for the next round of selection.

6.3.10 Aminoacylation reaction
Assays of C3 ribozymes
12.5 µM C3 RNA in water was incubated at 75 °C for 4 minutes, then Pipes (1M, pH 6.4) and
salts (10× stock solution) were added. The mixture was left to cool at room temperature for
10minutes and incubated at 15 °C for another 10minutes. 1 mM Phe-AMP were dissolved in
cold water and added to the reaction solution. The reaction was incubated at 15 °C for
different times. After incubation, reaction solution was ethanol precipitated twice to get rid of
Phe-AMP and salts.

Assays of symmetrical ribozymes
The aminoacylation reaction was carried out the same as assays of C3 ribozymes.

Assays of self-assembling ribozymes
CS1/CS2 RNA system:
10 µM CS1 RNA and 10 µM CS2 RNA were dissolved in 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 100
mM Hepes (pH 7.0). The mixture was incubated at 4 °C for 10 minutes. After that 2.5 mM
Phe-AMP were dissolved in cold water and added to the reaction solution. The reaction
solution was incubated at 4 °C for 60 minutes.
CS3 RNA system:
20 µM CS3 RNA was dissolved in 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 100 mM Hepes (pH 7.0). The
mixture was incubated at 4 °C for 10 minutes. After that 2.5 mM Phe-AMP were dissolved in
cold water and added to the reaction solution. The reaction solution was incubated at 4 °C for
60 minutes.
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DHC3 RNA system:
The aminoacylation reaction was carried out the same as assays of CS3 RNA system.

Assays of C3T ribozyme
Assay condition 1:
12.5 µM C3T RNA in water was incubated at 75 °C for 4 minutes, then Pipes (1M, pH 6.4)
and salts (10× stock solution) were added. The mixture was left to cool at room temperature
for 10 minutes and incubated at 15 °C for another 10 minutes. 250 µM Phe-p-T6A2 was
dissolved in cold water and added to the reaction solution. The reaction solution was
incubated at 15 °C for different times.
Assay condition 2:
12.5 µM C3T RNA in water was incubated at 75 °C for 4 minutes, 100 mM KCl, 5 mM
MgCl2, 100 mM Hepes (pH 7.0) were added. The mixture was left to cool at room
temperature for 10 minutes and incubated at 4 °C for another 10 minutes. 250 µM
Phe-p-T6A2 were dissolved in cold water and added to the reaction solution. The reaction was
incubated incubate at 4 °C for different times.

Assays of C3a ribozyme
Assay condition 1:
12.5 µM C3a RNA in water was incubated at 75 °C for 4 minutes, then Pipes (1M, pH 6.4)
and salts (10× stock solution) were added. The mixture was left to cool at room temperature
for 10 minutes and incubated at 15 °C for another 10 minutes. 1 mM Phe-AMP were
dissolved in cold water and added to the reaction solution. Reaction solution was incubated at
15 °C for 2 hours.
Assay condition 2:
12.5 µM C3a RNA in water was incubated at 75 °C for 4 minutes, then 100 mM KCl, 5 mM
MgCl2, 100 mM Hepes (pH 7.0) were added. The mixture was left to cool at room
temperature for 10 minutes and incubated at 4 °C for another 10 minutes. Dried Phe-p-KK13
RNA (about 1 nmol) were dissolved in cold water and added to the reaction solution. The
reaction was incubated at 4 °C for 2 hours.
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6.3.11 Modification of aminoacylated RNA
Atto-680-NHS labeling of aminoacylated RNA
Atto-680-NHS ester was used for labeling of the aminoacylated RNA which carries the amino
acid at the 3’-end and provide an amino group to act as nucleophile in reaction with the
NHS-ester. For derivatization, about 20pmol dried aa-RNA were dissolved in 10µl of 100mM
Tris- HCl pH 8, 70% (v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) containing 200 pmol Atto-NHS-680.
And the mixture was incubated for 10 minutes at 25 °C.

Reaction volume was increased to

30 µl with sodium acetate pH 5.2, to a final concentration of 300mM and 70% DMSO. Then
the solution was precipitated with 3 volume of ethanol and the pellet was collected by
centrifugation. All the procedures were carried out in dark.

Biotin-NHS labeling of aminoacylated RNA
Biotin-NHS ester was used for labeling of the aminoacylated RNA. For derivatization,
100pmol dried aa-RNA were dissolved in 20 µl of 100 mM Tris- HCl (pH 8) and 70% (v/v)
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) containing 1 nmol Biotin-NHS. And the mixture was incubated
for 1 hour on ice. The reaction volume was increased to 60 µl with sodium acetate (pH 5.2) to
a final concentration of 300 mM and 70 %DMSO. The reaction was precipitated with 3
volume of ethanol and the pellet was collected by centrifugation.

Streptavidin gel shift assay
For streptavidin gel shift assay, each 100 pmol biotinylated RNA was treated with
streptavidin solution (5 μl of 1mg/1mL), incubated on ice for 10 min. After incubation, the
reaction was diluted with loading buffer and assayed on 8% denaturing (acidic) PAGE.

6.3.12 Assays for biotinylated oligonucleotides
Dot blot assay for detection of biotinylated oligonucleotides
Little dots were marked on nylon membrane with a pencil. Then 5-10 pmol biotinylated RNA
in a small volume (about 1-2 µl) was loaded onto the premarked dots. The membrane was
enveloped by cling film. Then RNA was crossed onto membrane by UV-irradiation (355 nm)
for 5 min. The membrane was washed by washing buffer twice, each time for five minutes.
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Then the membrane was washed twice with blocking buffer, each time for five minutes. After
that, the membrane was blocked for half hour with blocking buffer (5% slim fast in washing
buffer). The blocked membrane was incubated with 1 µl streptavidin alkaline phosphatase in
blocking buffer for half hour. The following washing procedure was blocking buffer for 15
minutes, three times washing buffer for 10 minutes and two times assay buffer for 2 minutes.
At last, CDP-star was distributed on the blotted side of the membrane. The membrane was
wrapped by plastic film and visualized under the photosystem.

Biotin-streptavidin blot assay
For biotin-streptavidin blot assay, RNA sample was loaded in denaturing gel. After the gel had
run for 2-3 hours, the gel was ready for transfer. First, a blotting chamber was opened. The
black part was set on the right side and the red part on the left side. Then several materials
were put on the black side from the bottom to the top, which were grey felt tissue, a
chlorine-bleach-free paper towel soaked with 1× TBE buffer, a PAGE gel, Nylon membrane,
another bleach-free paper towel soaked with 1× TBE buffer and grey felt tissue. In the end,
the cassette was closed with the red side and locked. The closed and locked cassette was then
placed in the blotting chamber, in which red side pointed towards the red electrode and black
side pointed towards the black electrode. The chamber was filled with 1× TBE until the
cassette was covered with buffer. “The blotting” was run for 20 minutes at 20 V. After that,
the membrane was taken out. The following procedures for membrane treatments were the
same as dot blot assay.

Biotin Streptavidin gel shift assay
Dry biotinylated RNA was treated with 10 µl streptavidin solution (1 mg/ml), incubated on
ice for 10 minutes, diluted with 10 µl of acidic loading buffer (6 M urea, 0.1 M NaOAC pH
5.0) and assayed on 8% acidic PAGE (6 M Urea, 0.1 M sodium acetated pH 4.5).

6.3.13 Detection of KK13 ribozyme activity by FITC labeling
Synthesis of FITC linker
For synthesis of FITC linker, 0.1 mmol FITC was dissolved in 10 ml DMF, followed by
adding 0.07 mmol 3-amino-1-propanol and 1 ml 0.1 M Borax buffer (pH 8.5). The reaction
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mixtures were stirred at room temperature in dark overnight.

FITC linker incubation with Phe-p-KK13RNA
100 pmol of phe-p-KK13RNA reaction, 5 nmol of FITC-linker was dissovled in 100 mM
NaOAC (pH 5.0) and incubated on ice for overnight. After incubation, the reaction mixtures
were resolved by HPLC.

KK13 ribozyme catalysis
1.5 µM KK13RNA was dissolved in 50mM NaCl and heated at 90 °C for 3minutes. When
temperature dropped to around 60 °C, 5mM CaCl2 was added and incubated at room
temperature for 5min. At last 50mM phenylalanine was added to the solution. The reaction
solution was buffered to pH 4 and incubated at 25 °C for 2hours. After incubation, the
reaction mixtures were precipitated twice with 3 volume ethanol to get rid of phenylalanine
and salts.

6.3.14 Methods for oligonucleotides analysis and purification
Dephosphorylating 5’-phosphorylated oligos with
Alkaline Phosphatase (Calf Intestinal (CIP))
Alkaline phosphatase is applied to remove 5’-phosphate groups from oligonucleotides. 50 µl
reactions were carried out with 500 pmol of oligos in the presence of 5units of Alkaline
Phosphatase (Calf Intestinal (CIP)) and 1× CIP buffer. The reaction solution was incubated
for 1 hour at 37 °C and then was heated at 75 °C for 15 minutes to inactivate CIP.
Dephosphorylated oligos can be determined by 20% denaturing PAGE.

Phenol Chloroform extraction
To extract the protein from RNA solution, an equal volume of phenol was added to the RNA
solution. The solution was mixed for 2 minutes and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 6,000 rpm
until the phases were well separated. The top (aqueous) phase containing the RNA was
carefully transferred into a new tube. Repeat phenol extraction again. Then the RNA solution
was added an equal volume of chloroform: isoamyl alcohol 24:1. The solution was mixed for
2 minutes and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 6,000 rpm. The top phase was transferred into a
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new tube and precipitated with 0.1 volume of 3M NaOAC (pH 5.2) and 3 volumes of ice-cold
100% ethanol.

Nuclease P1 digestion condition
The enzymatic digestion reactions were carried out with 100 pmol aminoacylated RNA in the
presence of 66 µl 30 mM NaOAC (pH 5.0) and 1 µl Nuclease P1 (30unit/ml) and 52.7 µl
water at room temperature. After 1 hour incubation, the digestion products were resolved by
subjecting them to HPLC.

6.3.15 HPLC
Buffers for HPLC were filtered through 0.45 µm membrane and degassed in ultra-sonic bath
before used. The samples were also filtered by 0.45 µm membrane before injection. The
components of the samples were detected by UV-detector at 260 nm, 280 nm or by
fluorescence-detector at the corresponding excitation-emission wavelengths of the dyes. he
The column was equilibrated with buffer A before each run and the column was washed with
2 volume buffer B after separation. The column is normally store in 70% CH3CN. Additional
washing is needed when the pressure is unnormally. The gradients used in this work are listed
in the following:
Gradient for Phe-AMP analysis
Column EC 250/4 Nucleodur 100-5 C18 ec
Flow rate 0.4 ml/min
Buffer A 0.1 M NH4COOH (pH 4.5)
Buffer B 70% CH3CN
Gradient 0-70% B for 32 min, 30-100% B for 20 min, 100% B for 10 min
Gradient for DHC3 aminoacylation
Column EC 250/4 Nucleodur 100-5 C18 ec
Flow rate 0.5 ml/min
Buffer A 0.1 M TEAAc (pH 7.5), 5% CH3CN
Buffer B 0.1 M TEAAc (pH 7.5), 30% CH3CN
Gradient 0% B for 8 min, 0-100% B for 24 min, 100% B for 8min
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Gradient for FITC-linker
Column EC 250/4 Nucleodur 100-5 C18 ec
Flow rate 0.5 ml/min
Buffer A 0.1 M TEAAc (pH 7.5), 5% CH3CN
Buffer B 0.1 M TEAAc (pH 7.5), 70% CH3CN
Gradient: 0% B for 10 min, 0-70% B for 30 min, 70-100% B for 15min.
Gradient for NP1 digestion of C3RNA reaction product
Column EC 250/4 Nucleodur 100-5 C18 ec
Flow rate 1 ml/min
Buffer A 0.1 M NH4COOH (pH 4.5)
Buffer B 100% MeCN
Gradient: 0-40% B for 25.5 min, 40-90% B for 12 min, 90% B for 10min.

6.3.16 CD spectroscopy
The CD spectra were obtained using a Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter. For sample preparation,
6 µM oligonucleotides were incubated with 100 mM KCl at 4 °C overnight. The detailed
parameters used for CD spectrum was listed in Table 10.
Table 10 Parameters for CD spectrum.
Parameter
T
Wavelength
Data Pitch
Scanning Mode

20 °C
200 – 350nm
1 nm
Continuous

Band width

1 nm

Response

1 sec

Accumulation

5

Scanning speed

100 nm/min

Response
Sensitivität

1 sec
standard
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Abbreviations
A

Adenine

aa-AMP

aminoacyl adenylate

aa-CME

aminoacyl cyanomethyl ester

aaRS

aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase

aa-tRNAs

aminoacyl-tRNAs

ABT

amino-derivatized benzyl thioester

AMA

Ammonium hydroxide/40% Methylamine 1:1 v/v

AMP

Adenosine monophosphate

AP

Alkaline Phosphatase

APM

［(N-Acryloylamino) phenyl］mercuric chloride

APS

ammonium persulfate

ATP

Adenosine-5'-triphosphate

BPB

bromophenol blue

C

Cytosine

CBT

p-chlorobenzyl thioester

CME

cyanomethyl ester

CPG

controlled pore glass

DCC

N-N’-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide

DME

1,2-Dimethoxyethane

DMF

N, N-Dimethylformamide

DMSO

Dimethyl sulfoxide

DMT

Dimethoxytrityl

DNA

Deoxyribonucleic acid

DTT

Dithiothreitol

EMSA

Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay

EPPS

3-[4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazin-1-yl]propane-1-sulfonic acid

EtBr

Ethidium Bromide

fMet

formylmethionine
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Fx

Flexizyme

G

Guanine

HEPES

4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid

HPA

3-Hydroxyl Picolinic Acid

HPLC

High Performance Liquid Chromatography

IGS

Internal Guide Sequence

MALDI

Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization

mRNA

messenger RNA

NaOAc

Sodium Acetate

ncRNA

non-coding RNA

NHS

N-Hydroxyl succinimidyl

NMP

CMP, UMP, GMP, AMP

PAA

Polyacrylamide

PAGE

Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis

PCR

Polymerase Chain Reaction

PPi

pyrophosphate molecule

RNA

Ribonucleic Acid

rRNA

ribosomal RNA

RT

Room Temperature

SAV

Streptavidin

SELEX

Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment

Sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotin

Sulfo-N-succinimidyl 6-(biotinamido) hexanoate, sodium salt

TBDMS

tert-butyldimethylsilyl

TEAAc

Triethylammonium Acetate

TEMED

Tetramethylethylenediamine

TFA

Trifluoroacetic acid

TOF

Time-Of-Flight

Tris

Tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane

tRNA

transfer RNA

U

Uracil
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Appendix

Appendix
DNA sequences:
Name

Sequence (5'

3’)

Modification

PM1

5'-AGC GAA TTC TAA TAC GAC TCA CTA TA

Length
44mer

GGG AGA GCC ATA CCT GAC-3'
PM2

5'-CAC GGA

TCC TGA CGA CTG AC-3'

20mer

PM3

5’-ATA CCA AGA AGC TGA CC-3’

17mer

PM4

5’-ACC AGA CTA CTG TGT TTC TC-3’

20mer

PM5

5'-TA ATA CGA CTC ACT ATA GGG ACG ACG-3'

26mer

PM6

5'-TGG TCA TGT GAT CGG CCG ATG-3'

21mer

K13L

5'-TA ATA CGA CTC ACT ATA GGG ACG ACG

73mer

ATG ACA CGA TAC ATG AGA GAC ATA TGA TTC
GTG ATG GGA GTC ACT GG-3'
K13R

5'-TGG TCA TGT GAT CGG CCG ATG TCC CCT

73mer

CAG AAG TAG TTG GAT TTC CGG CAC CAC
TGC GCC AGT GAC TCC CAT C-3'
N70

5’-GGG AGA GCC ATA CCT GAC-N70-CAG GTT

102mer

ACG CAT CC-3’
N72

5’-CAC GGA TCC TGA CGA CTG AC-N72-GGA

106mer

TGC GTA ACC TG-3’
KK6

5’- GGG ACG-3’

5’ phosphate

6mer

KK8

5’- GGG ACG AC-3’

5’ phosphate

8mer

T5A2

5’- TTT TTA A -3’

5’ phosphate

7mer

T6A2

5’- TTT TTT AA -3’

5’ phosphate

8mer

GT5A2

5’- GTT TTT AA-3’

5’ phosphate

8mer

T7A2

5’- TTT TTT TAA-3’

5’ phosphate

9mer
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Appendix

RNA sequence:
Name

Sequence (5'

3’)

Modification

Length

CS1RNA

5'-GUG CCU-3'

6mer

CS2RNA

5'-GUG GCU-3'

6mer

CS3RNA

5'-GUG CU-3'

5mer

DHC3RNA

5’-UGU GGC GCC U-3’

10mer

C1RNA

5’-GGC AUU UGC CUG UGC GUU UAC GCU-3’

24mer

C1aRNA

5'-CGC AUU UGC GUG UGC GUU UAC GCU -3'

24mer

C1bRNA

5'- UCG CAU UUG CGU GUG CGU UUA CGC U -3'

25mer

C1cRNA

5’-GUC GCA UUU GCG UGU GCG UUU ACG

26mer

CU-3’
C3RNA

5'-GGA CUU CGG UCC UGU GGC GAA AGC CU

26mer

-3'
C3aRNA

5'-CGU CCU GUG GCG AAA GCC U-3'

19mer

C3amRNA

5'-GUC GUC CAG UGG CGA AAG CCU-3'

21mer

C3TRNA

5’-UUA AAA AUG UGG CGA AAG CCU-3’

21mer

C3T(dU)RNA 5’-UUA AAA AUG UGG CGA AAG CC(dU)-3’

21mer

kk6rRNA

5'-GGG ACG -3'

5’ phosphate

S-FRTW5-10

5’-GUC CAG AAA UCU CCC UCA CAG UCC UCU U biotin

6mer
29mer

UU-3’
TWAIBIO-1

5’- UCU GAU AUA UAA CCU CGU AG-3’

U biotin

HP-SRKd7A1 5’-AUA CCA AGA AGC UGA CCA GAG AAA CAC A
AGU AGU CUG GU-3’

Aminolinker
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